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Down the Bay
That's where

we are

sending goods every day.

THE REASON
Is that

prices on furniture, carpets, stoves and cottage
furnishings are lower than you will find elsewhere.
our

REHEMBER
We carry the famous Florence Automatic Blue Flame Oil
Stove, just the thing for your home or cottage.

New

Dining

Room.

FOR AUBURN—HARPSWELL A8SO.
AT SOUTH HARP8WELL.

{harming Wedding.
BAI'.EY ISLAND THE SCENE OF A
VERY PRETTY JUNE WEDDINO.
\

Completed by Contractor L. B.
Mcrriman.
Finest Improvement",
Manf' of the Summer Colony Came Exat Harpawell This Year.
j
l^esaly to Attend the Ceremony.
The Auburn-Harpswell Association
Ajyery pretty social event was the
have completed the new dining hall
we&jtas last Tuesday of Louise Binbuilding on their property within the ney,-daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sidpast week and workmen are now ney f. Skidmore of Philadelphia. Pa.,
clearing np the grounds.
The build- to (riles Milton Smith of Brookllhe.
ing is 48x67 feet on tW ground, 2Vi Ma».
The ceremony was performed
stories high and Is firmly framed and on tie veranda of Rose
Ledge Cottage,
nicely finished outsidp in shingle. tile summer home of the bride's parOn the first floor the dining room ent^ the Rev. Joseph B.
Shephard
occupies most of the space, measur- of $t. Paul's, Portland, officiating.
ing 36x67 feet.
This room Is the The bride was given away by her famost attractive large dining hall In ther.
Both the cottage and veranda
the bajp.
The finish of the wall and wen
with
decorated
artistically

JiMt

ceiling Is green stain on the natural
wood. Two large buffets stand
at
either side of the big fireplace on the
north side and the west end contains
a large plate window.
A handsome
birch flooring of very narrow stock
makes a pretty effect against the dark
green walls and the white posts and

%

HARPSWELL POINT.
t

*

Sffiot

6IVEN OUR CUSTOMERS A0SOLUTEIY

i'JREE

can

Peaks Island House.

Money. If you don't
you tell until you try

CHAS. H.
26 and 28 Monument

trade

with

ua,

REDLON, Prop.

Tolman, Bradford Furniture Co.,
17 and 17 1-2 Preble St.

Dealers In
New and Second-Hand Furniture, Antique Cooda of all
hinds bought and aold. Also Auctioneers and Appralaera.

The Vacation Season.
Here

are again at tbe beginning of aootber VacaTbe oatlook It moat favorable for a saccessfal sommsr and tbe Hotels, Boarding Honses, Camp* and
Cottagea are tore to be crowded wltb pleasure aeekera
from all over tbe country.
ftigot here let oa suggest tbe
advienblllty of having a distinctive note paper for yonr
boose.
If yon take boardera tbla ia almost a necessity and
we can give 70a low price* on
letter beads, envelopes,
bill beads and menu carda.
Oar work la favorably known
all tbroagb Caeco Bay aod we are anxtona to make
we

tion Heaeon.

joor

acquaintance.

WILLIAM W. ROBERTS CO.
STATIONERS,
233 Middle St.,

PORTLAND,

ANOTHER SEASON
TO
BEGIN
WITH PRESENT WEEK.

Hospitable

Door*

Opened Today by

Manager Rowe.
Manager
Ralph E. Row© of the
how
Peak* Inland House today opens the
season of 1909 so as to be
ready for
the first banquet which la to be served

Portland, Maine.

Square,

ME.

its

un-

liberal
management and fine shore dinners.
Everything modern. Electric lights, steam heat, private
dining room, etc. Accomodates
500
Ifatcs, booklets, and floor plans on
application.

Alfred
Streull
of
X.
Plalnsfldd,
J.. Mrs. J. Bluxome of Montclalr. N.
J., Mrs. J. B. Shephard. Mr. and Mrs.
Stevens of Boston. Miss Sleeper. Miss
Lyman. Mrs. Mary Peek. Miss Flint.
Miss Alice Peck, Captain and Mrs.
Wm. H. Slnnett, Miss Leona John-

FIRE AT DIAMOND ISLAKD.
Fiercely foP HouiVBut
Buildings Destroyed.

Woods flur'neel

A fierce brush and woods fire at
Great Diamond Island Monday, June
1. destroyed about four acres of half
grown trees and left a scarred track
across the western end of the island.
The fire was seen at about 4.30 by
residents and a crew of willing workers fought it on the
north and south
Bide keeping It from the cottages after
a supreme effort.
or
A cloud
heavy smoke and tongues of flame
were seen miles away
giving rise to
the supposition that many of the cotages were feeding the conflagration.

Looking for a Cottage?
Read the Ad. on
the Eighth Page

Telephone

Cliff Island.
BUSY

WITH

1

PREPARATIONS FOR
SEASON.

Cobb's Casino Opens at Once, Aucocisco House Next Week.

Signs of the substantial boom which
has struck Cliff Island as a summer
resort
are apparent.
One of the
most noticeable results of the adver*
tising which this place has been getting, is the fine cottage being built oa
jgraunc' opposite the Vojth shorA
beach by Mr. A. D. Chanuler of Reaa-^**"
Mr. Chandler is an ining. Mass.
ventor and owns royalty rights on a
number of important cotton mill macninery patents an<l has, as be has
once expressed it, "land from Maine
to North Carolina."
He chose Cliff
Island as his Maine
summer home
and will move into the new $6000 cot»
tage very soon.
The plans of this
house, which measures 36x44 on the
ground

including

verandas.

were

drawn »»v Mr. Chandler and his ideas
have been admirably- carried out by
contractors from his home city.
A
look at the finished cottage will show
a low. broad veranda-surrounded building set high up in the spruce grove,
reached by cemented steps and winding walk of the same material. The
walled stone terrace along the walk
edge will show very nicely the effect
of the rough stones of the island.
As
for the interior, suffice It is to say
that with a big living room and
a

(Continued

on

second page.)

Edgar H. Pain*. Proprietor.

Open

1945

Dine.

Chebeague Island,

son.

Maine.

Jane 24 to Sept. 10.

Tlie Hamilton.

here on Saturday.
The hotel with
Its spacious annexes, the Coronado
House and the Union House, accommo- CHEBE aGUE S
LEADING
HOTEL
dates over 500. guests and has one of
SOON TO OPEN.
the
most
favored
on
locations
tb*»
coaat of
Maine.
Under Mr. Knights Tsmplsr Commandsriss ConRowe's management the business has
vent Here June 24.
grown by leaps and bounds and to say
The
of The Hamilton will
opening
he Is as much appreciated
the
by
when
guest* as by the owners Is a state- occur June 24th
Proprietor
ment warranted by fact* and yet one Paine will entertain about ISO Knights
of
the
Portland
of great significance.
A
Commsndery.
a numDer of early reunion*
numptuous banquet will be served
and
and
the
day will be celebrated as a
banquets of associations numbering
from 50 to 400 member* hare been field day by the organization.
The
are
not an yet fuHy perfected In
arranged for and the first of these la plans
detail
but suffice It to «ay that The
Four hundred members of
| today.
the State O. A. R. will sit down to Hamilton will provide an entertainone of the famous spreads
of the ment which will spell a new era In
Peaks Island House and the rorks and Casco Bay outings.
To be able to
woods of Peaks will r»round with the K'> to Chebeague. always consl!<r«<l
music of military bands.
the one of the most e*c1u«lve Islands In
If
weather Is fair, as Is hoped the return the Bay, Is of Itself a departure
of
marked Importance from the general
to the city wll be late In the
day. With
only one day's Interim, the hotel must run of clam bake parties and dinner
for a banquet on Satur- outings usually arranged for by orprepare
This
day.
Is the fourth annual ganization committees.
The hotel haa been carefully gone
banquet of the Portland Teachers Association.
The ne*t Will be through and everything looked after
the outinx of the Daughters of 1812, inside and out.
Painting has been
which comes on the 11th of June The done about the exterior, the verandas
Conklln club of Portland will be enter- and steps having received a brightentained on the
The Interior presents Its
22nd and the Sanford ing coat.
Commandery K T. bars engaged the usual homelike, yet Imposing appear24th of June for their outing. Two hun i ance. Mr. Edgar H. Paine, the propriedred dentists of the New England Den- tor. haa already spent much time In
tal association will arrlv# on June 24 superintending the opening work and
for a three days stay and on the 28th will soon be on the Island for the seathe Peaka Island Improvement associ- son.
The hotel will house many old
ation will convene for a business meet- and new guests and the mall has been
ing and banquet
The Botanical so- very heavy.
Among those who will
ciety comes on the 29th for three days. return are: Mr. and Mrs. Wlnfred

On June 10»h the State of Maine
Druggists celebrate by an outing here
and 200 are expected at table.
Following this the Maine Press Association and a number of school
banquete
are scheduled.

an.l many others.
Mrs. E. R. Hastings of Plainfleld,
N'. J., has engaged rooms for the
entire season at the Hamilton.
Mrs.
Hastings is the wife of Hon. Hugh
Hastings, a prominent journalist, havIng been connected with the principal
New York journals for over
thirty
years, and state historian for eleven
years at Albany.
Mrs. Hastings will
be a valuable accession to the social
circles of the Hamilton.

No

New England

Portland, Maine.
Delightful Place to

A

SILVERDOLLARS

Saves You

SMiine.

for years for
FAMOUS
equalled location,

l}baca.

buffet.
This room seats 150.
There draas of white crepe de chine trimmed
Is » pantry 12x43 and two side rpoms, wbt old-rase
point lace and carried
hall sni office on this
+ mAhn*t of white bridal roses. The
UfiattVaj
*
there are sixteen
rooms' ana Two "maioT>i
was- dies'set/ in
toilets and also a dance hall for help , brotdered
mull and her bouquet
p|nk
an«l the third floor will be used as a was of pink^roses.
pool, billiard and club room by the
After the service a wedding brea*men of the
association.
A new fast was served at the Breakers, tbe
Walker-Pratt range has been put in home of Mrs. David S. Barker, a
the kitchen and Manager Brown will cousin of the bride.
The "Breakers"
have personal charge of this depart- was
tastefully decorated with cherryThe beautiful clock displayed in our store contains a number ment as usual.
blossoms. greens and roses.
A table
The contractor for the whole build- was set for the bridal
of silver dollars. It will be wound up and allowed to run down each
party in the dining was Leon B. Merriman and the ing room adjoining the living room in
weeek.
price is said to have been $4500.
which the guests were served.
An arrangement for drawing seats
COME TO OUR STORE AND GET TIME CARDS
Both the bride
and
groom were
in the dining room provides that table members of the class of 1908
at CorWhich are identified by the hours, minutes and seconds
No.
1,
the
opposite
plat;? window, may- nell University. The groom graduated
stamped be
retained by the drawer of the right from the College of Architecture and
thereon. Bring your time cards to our store each week on
number for one season, after which at present is following his
profession
the party at this table and all others with one of the leading architectural
WEDNE8DAY
until each has had the No.
progress
Arms of Boston.
and "Silver Dollars" will be given Free to the person present hold1 table.
The first year's drawing reAmong those present were Mr. and
ing the card stamped in accordance with the conditions of the Time sulted In the lucky Mr. E.
W. Bax- Mrs. Sidney T. Skldmore of PhllaCards which Our Clerks will explain in detail.
ter's getting the No. 1 table and his delphia. Mr. and Mrs. Pratt O.
Smith
party will occupy It through the sum- and daughter. Helen of Utlca, N. Y.,
WHAT TIME WILL THE CLOCK STOP
mer.
Miss Celestia Lapham of Brooklln?.
Mass., Mrs. M.
I.
Chambers of
Don't
to get Time Cards
Port
N.
Jefferson,
Mrs.
Y.,
You must be present at time Clock is uncovered.
Barker
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.

The Store That

®av»

cManager,

THE RATHSKELLER JUST OPENED.

THE FAMOUS SOUTH

One Price Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers

Ifawe

¥cjkks Island,

Numbers 12 and 14 Brown St.

F. E. HASKELL, Pres.

Company

Cisco

the
the
scheme
was erected under
Bam*
whltii the bridal party stood.
The
brUw was attended by Miss Catharine
Chambers of Port Jefferson. X.
Y.,
the Vfroom by Mr. H. Earle Weaver
a
of
N. Y.
The bride wore

Exchange and Federal Sts.

Ira P. Clark &

E.

cornercolor

Complete Home Furnishers

forget

I'RICE FIVE CENTS.

Peaks Island House
cRalph

and pink carnations.
In
greets of
the veranda a bower of

R. S. Davis Co.
Cor.

I K>TE**"D A« «rcOS(l> |
I CLAM MAIL X AT rr.M. I

H) Cunningham,

of Aharon Hill, Pa.:
M. J. Mullen, the
well known
manufacturer of Plttubur*. Pa.:
Mr*. A. J. Walker and Mtas Walker
oTOalem, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Of/ and a party from Boston. Mass.;
v,

Cm«« Bay. CampItU in mrr 4«tnU ot raodarn
appointment*. Bat h* and lo+floor. Aeatylana Gaa. Flna ptaiu. facing
Bar and bMtk. Rataa and tear plana an

hot*I In

Wta on anrh
MollMttMl

:KWtAR

BURT'S MEN'S SHOP
BURT T.

MATTHEWS, PROP.

ONYX HOSI

|

EXCLUSIVE HABERDASHER
43 BOYLSTON

STREET, BOSTON,

MASS.
■ATM ST ROT SHUT!

Ocean View Hotel.

the painting and varnishing that hat
charming cottage, the "Breaker*.**
been done on the interior of the store. Mr. Streull la In
the ailk manufacturMr. Stetson takes great pride in coning business In New York, and is takneat and capacious
BAILEY
ISLAND
ice ing a short vacation.
HOU8E
SOME- ducting a
He haa been
cream parlor and when the work
is at Sebago Lake on a
WHAT ENLARGED AQAIN.
fishing trip for
finished the island will have an up-to- the past few
days.
While there he
Stetson's
famous ice landed a ten pound aalmon.
Outlook for Summer Promising, W. D. date store.
cream has a bay reputation and the
Mlaaea Elsie X.
Crafts, the Proprietor, Says.
and
Myrtle N.
Indications are that his frozen sweets York
were vlr*tlng their
parents, Mr.
The surf and breakers of Bailey Is- will be In greater demand than ever
and Mrs. L. M. Yofk. Saturday and
land are the point of attraction for before.
The confectionery counter
They had as
None of the charm of the is well stocked with a complete assort- Sunday. May 29. 30.
thousands.
guests. Miss Nel Sawyer of Sherman.
sea-girt isle s taken away from the ment of the leading brands and for
and Miss Ola Hatch of Welte. All
Me.,
guests who make the Ocean View box goods they are showing some the
young ladles are In attendance *t
Hotel their home, for it is situated pleasing novelties.
As in summers
West brook Academy.
well, has a broad outlook on all sides past he will keep a bountiful supply
We wish to acknowledge our (hanks
and its table is renowned far and wide. of Stetson caramels and we predict
Proprietor W. D. Crafts will never for him a greater trade than ever on to principal Guy Walter Weymouth
allow his table to be surpassed and this line.
Fancy crackers, soda, fruit for invitations to the graduating exerlobsters, clams, fish, etc., are always and souvenir postals, together with cises of the class of Bailey Island
served fresh from the sea.
many other things that are usually of- grammar school. 1909. Friday evening.
June 25 at 8 p. m.. at the chapel. AdThis season a little work has been fered for sale in a 'first class store are
All the leading mission will be by cards.
done on the third floor of the main to be found here.
Mr. Leander Mason of Mechanic
more
two
house, giving
sleeping magazines art here on their counters.
The roof has been raised and The circulating library has had many Falla. Me., is here at his cottage at
rooms.
added and the Casco the East end of the island.
He Is acextra windows put in so that these new volumes
Bay Breeze will be offered for sale. companied by his brother from Provirooms will have two windows each.
Mr. Mason has made
assisted by bis dence. R. I.
There is a fine outlook on the ocean Mr. Stetson will lie
and some
Improvements on bis cottage
from most of them and they are auro wife and two daughters. Mary
and has painted the same.
The veranda roof is Edna.
to be pleasant.
some
being sheathed
Joseph M. Stetson of Wayne. Me.,
underneath,
arrived on the island last week to a<v
painting has been done and altogether
Plenty of Orders.
his usual summer occupation
the Ocean View is looking in spickDavid P. Sinnett. the veteran boat cept
with his uncle James G. Stetson at
span shape for the opening of 190^, builder of Casco
has
Bay
already
his ice cream parlor.
There are orders
which will be this neck.
enough on hand to keep htm
already a small group of boarders in actively employed during the entire
Summer furniture,
our
that
is
the
the house, meals being served in
We have what will please
summer months.
At
the
present specialty.
small dining room.
time he has under construction a Cas- you for the cottage. R. S. Davis Co.,
Mr. Crafts is
recovering from a co Bay Hampton passenger boat, 24V4 Portland, adv.
slight illness and is about the house feet over all with 7 feet 3 inch beam.
Mr. and Mrs. E'lsha Tolm&n of
and grounds giving the improvements This craft is being built for
speed Worcester. Mass.. arrived here last
his superintendence.
and it is the hope of the bui'der to at- Thursday,
and ure
occupying the
tain a speed of ten knots an hour. It "Overlook" on Summer Hill.
Their
will have accommodations
for thirty daughter. Mrs. Everett Wallace an<l
AND
two
and
will
passengers
have modern apchildren, also of Worcester, are
In the repair yard he
is visiting them for the summer. They
pliances.
THIS POPULAR HOUSE AT BA|.
will
overhauling come Salisbury ilshing
stay until Sept. 1 or later.
LEY'S ISLAND TO OPEN
dories, the property of the schooner
Mr. C.
D. Perkins
of Warren.
SOON.
George H. Lubee. which sails from Mass.. opened his cottage Thursday.
Orr's Island. Mr. Sinnett is agent for Mrs. Perkins and Mrs.
George Miller
Many Improvements Made and the the Lathrop and Hartford engines and will arrive Saturday for an extended
last week he installed a Lathrop five sojourn.
Outlook Most Satisfactory
horse power engine in the pleasure
Buy cottage furniture of R. S. DaMrs. Humphrey S. Sinnett, propriesloop owned by Capt. Alvin J. Hamil- vis Co.. Portland.—Adv.
tor of the
Woodbine and
cottages, ton of* Chebeague Island.
whose
a-lvert'sement appears
elseCLIFF ISLAND.
where in the paper, is about ready for
The new fishing schooner Edmund
the entertaining of the summer tour(Continued from first page.)
ists who find Bailey's Island all they F. Black, which was built for William
desire for a pleasant summer outing. Black and associates, was launched at
The Woodbine under the careful man- the ship yard at Bast Boothbay, Tues- dining room connected
by a grill work
This craft is one or
agement of -Mrs. Sinnett has for many day, June 1.
archway, a fire place which will take
knockabout
designs,
years been the headquarters for sev- the McManus
a 4 foot stick, a pneumatic water
syslong with a tem. bath rooms
eral Washington and New York fami- pattern, being 80 feet
and all other comlies. many of whom come each season twenty foot beam and will draw eleven forts. the summer
home
of
Mr.
fet of water.
horse
A Globe 20
for extended
outings.
Chandler will be one
of the show
T^is house
inis ideal in location, being situated at power auxiliary engine has been
places of Casco Bay. Artesian wells
the head of Mackerel Cove, and with- stalled and in every respect the work- will
supply the water for the house.
The
out doubt the view from the piazza manship is the best obtainable.
The Lunt—Moss Co.'s pneumatic presDuring the sure
here is unsurpassed on the island. craft cost about $8000.
system for water is the first to
The accommodations at the Wcodbine latter part of the week she will be be used in the
Bay and many will be
at
anchor
at
where
Cove
Mackerel
are ample, the
chambers being large
interested to look at the plant proband furnished in the most up-to-date the crew will put her in order for
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler are
ably.
manner.
The opening is announced the maiden trip which will take her
boarding on the island and are ocfor to-day and ere July 1 there are to the Georges for sword fish. Capt.
occupying one of C. M. Cobb's cotmany guests expected for extended Black will carry a crew of nine men tages at
Their grandson
present.
and
their
friends
in
Casco
Bay
many
Mrs. Sinnett has always
sojourns.
will come about July 1 when the cotwish
the
and
the
owners
Captain
conducted a successful house and this
Mr
tage is expected to be finished.
year gives promise of even greater de- every possible success.
and Mrs. Chandler have a winter
served success.
Mr. W. D. Johnson of South Port- home
also at Southern Pines. X. C.
land, a former resident of this Island.
Mrs. K. Berle of Brooktand. WashIs seriously ill at the Maine General
D. C., has leased the Core
Mr. Johnson is a brother ington.
hospital.
Sbe was here
of William and Hugh Johnson and cottage for the season.
for three successive
s^aggnj^grt^to,
^lso«Mrs. »D- P. Slnnett, all-of this
YHltf" POPULAR SUMMER HOT*EL island.
'lDOf at the Pettenglll plfcce.
May 23. Mrs. Jesse R. JohnMrs. Ferebe G. Batcielor of BalWILL SOON OPEN FOR THE
son of Everett. Mass.. a sister of the
8EASON.
family passed away at her home after timore. Maryland, will re-open the
a two weeks' Illness.
The interment Aucocisco House about June 15-20.
She had a most successful season here
Miss Massey the Proprietor will Per- was at Nabant, Mass.
last year, her first in the Bay. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
be
In
Charles Sleeper and
sonally
Charge of the Hotel.
entertained some most charming peoMiss
daughter.
Sleeper of Lancaster,
Miss Julia Massey will
The Aucocisco will be the most
open her N. H., are here at their summer ple.
the
hotel,
Robinhood
of the Bay hotels with SouthInn
on
cosy
home, "Restablt," on Mackerel Cove popular
June 15.
Her three
erners undoubtedly and In so doing
fine cottages,
shore.
The family are always among
Its high rank in hospitality is readily
Spruce Lodge, Juniper and Barnacle the first of the
summer colony to arare also prepared for occupancy. Miss
understood by all northern people who
rive and they as a rule remain each
Massey has made many improvements year until the last of
spend any time In the south.
The
September.
this spring, and present Indications
hotel will probably be open on or
B.
of
Hemsley
Massey
Philadelphia, before the 20th of June.
point to a very successful season.
For twelve years she has entertained Pa., the efficient clerk at the RobinMr. A. J. Francis of
Reading.
hood
Inn
for
several
a discriminating class of
years past, will Mass.. has
guests, and not be at
engaged the Casco cottage
the
island
this
season.
Mr.
has always met with gratifying sucfor July.
He is a motor boat enthuMassey has entered the employment siast and will
cess. The location of the Inn and cotsurely have plenty of
tages on the east end of Bailey's is of the Standard Steel Co., at Butler. opportunity to Indulge here In that
Pa.
an Ideal one.
Set among
a thick
He Is a member of the Arm
sport.
Mrs. D. P. Slnnett was in Portland of
growth of evergreens near the water,
Francis Bros., hardware dealers.
the Inn Is one of the coolest spots on Tuesday v islting her brother, W. DOcean Spray
has
been
cottage
the Bay.
That Miss Massey's guests Johnson, who Is seriously ill.
painted up handsomely for the sumalways enjoy their vacation here is
E. S. Leeman has a new carriage for mer season.
attested by the. fact that her former his livery business.
C. M. Cobb's casino will open Its
guests never fall to return year after
Ambrose Cushlng, clerlt at L. M. doors about June 20th and Its table
year for an extended sojourn.
York's is spending a week's vacation board and meals a
la carte will attract
with his parents at Ix>ng Island.
hundreds to Cliff Island as they did
Miss Frances S. Peck, for six
The Ice cream parlor will
years last year.
a
permanent resident of the Island be another special favorite.
Weekly
passed away May IS. after a short dances are now being given In the
illness, at the age of eighty-four She hall and these will be continued probwas born in Litchfield,
Conn., April 27, ably.
1825. For the past, twenty-three year®
The Cobb grocery Is stocked full
she has spent the summer months on of a choice
The Hustling Grocer.
line of goods and cottages
and
for
Bailey's,
the past six years will do well to leave It to C.
X. Cobb
L. M. York, the hustling Bailey has
made the Island her chosen home. to take
and deliver orders for grocIsland grocer, is laying In a fine large She
retained all her faculties unim- eries,
fresh meats, provisions, fruits.
stock in every line to prepare for the
paired up to the last, and always had Ice, milk, etc., etc.
No one person
large volume of summer trade which a keen Interest
In politics and current has done more for the
he never falls to obtain.
Improvement of
By catering events.
A most amiable and lovable Cliff Island than
Mr. Cobb an! the
to the wants of summer tourists and
woman, she leaves a host of friends
cottagers will appreciate his efforts
cottagers, Mr. York has built up a on the Island.
The relatives who sur- by giving him the largest share
of
reputation second to none.
He has vive are: Mrs. Alice Peck and
Mrs. their trade.
added several new features this spring,
F.
Mary
Peck, who are at present ocand judging by his past success, busWannelakl Lodge has been let to
cupying the cottage .the Barnacle, Mr.
Mr. Conrad Hewitt of New York. Mr.
iness will soon be booming.
Besides William Root of Chicago; a
nephew
Hewitt Is superintendent of the Metgroceries, Mr. York carries several Mr.
Stanley Peck, who Is travelling ropolitan Museum
side lines of dry goods, small wares,
of Art.
His sister,
In Germany, and Mrs. William
Noyes,
and
Mrs. W. N. Mumper of Trenton. N.
general
merchanrfTse, and It a niece, who resides In Chicago.
would be hard to order anything which
J.. will occupy It also with her family.
Mrs. Augustus P. Flint Is visiting The house
he could not supply.
will be opened about June
Being located Miss Josephine M. Flint at the
ISC'
near the center of the Island, his
22.
A chimney has been built and
store ter's cottage, the
N'autllua.
Is conveniently located for almost all i
some
alterations made down stairs
At the Barnacle, Miss Mary F.
to accommodate the lessees.
the cottagers
Mr.
Peck Is entertaining Mr. William Hewitt was
personally here recently
Root of Chicago for the lumtner.
to look the place orer.
Ths Johnson.
Ml** Eleanor Hasting* of St. James
Cliff cottage will as usual take
a
H. P. Johnson, the proprietor of Place.
Brooklyn. Is to marry Mr. limited number of boarders and Mrs.
the above named ■ammer boarding
Ralph Root of New York on June Southard's table and accommodatlonR
house has been actively engaged the seventeenth.
Both are well known are so well known that comment Is
greater part of the winter months and are popular with the Bummer
The Wannelakl Lodge
unnecessary.
making Improvements on his proper- colony here.
which was used aa an annex has been
At the present time he hss one
ty.
let
because of Mrs. Southard's desire
Mra.
Beebe
of Maiden. Ma**,
of the best built snd furnished sumand a friend, Mra. Howard, arrived to somewhat lessen
the summer's
mer hostelrles In Casco Bay.
The here
Sh*
Monday to open the former'* at- work after her winter's Illness.
house has been thoroughly overhsuled
tractive cottage. Bonnyrlew,
where la however quite recovered now and
snd rebuilt giving
seventeen
fine
her many friends are pleased to learn
they will sojourn for the summer.
sleeping room*, snd two bath and
Miss Matilda Wells Joined her moth- that Cliff cottage Is again to be open.
toilet rooms with running water In the
MUses Edna and Maud Hill of Mere
The dining room Is rapsble er. Mrs. E. J. Wells, here Monday, Point
house.
will be here during the sumof accommodating forty people arH and will remain for the season.
mer.
Mr. Earl Wearer of Ithaca, N. T.
the finishing* *re the be*t.
All the
Mr».
Flora flton* of Mip1«wood.
floor* in the chamber* are hard pine Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. M.
Mui vii hara lait waak. raturnlnc
while the finishing* are of cypres* Mr. Smith at Roue Ledge.
8ha opanad tha Cor« cotJohnson expert* to hare the hou**
Mrs. Sydney T. SkMmore of Phlla. Tuaaday.
ta*a whlla hara and will raturn
to
ready for touiiiita Jan# IS.
Al- delphla Is entertaining Mrs. M. L. CIHTitona
latar this month for tha aaaready many hare engaged accommo- Chambers and Miss Chambers of Port iob.
dation*.
Jefferson. N. T., at her cottage for
Mr. and Mn. John H. flton# af*
an Indefinite period
r#Jolrlna orar tha advant of a ion M
Ready for Business.
Mrs. D. S. Barker has as guests
thalr hona In Braratt. Maai.
Mr.
At Stetson'* Ice Cream parlor* the her son-in-law, Mr. A. P. H. Strenll fltona
ipant ranch of hl« boyhood it
finishing touches are being glren to and Mrs. Strenll of New York at her Cllffatona and wai an
anthoifaifc

WOODBINE

COTTAGE.

Robinhood Inn.

Bailey Island

yachtsman.

The Stones may be here
for a short visit this summer.

'SJUVH3

Leighton A Hill Is cottage. No.
2. has been rented to Philadelphia parThe

ties.

Mr. B. F. Bailey, the veteran cottager from Cumberland Mills, has arrived and will superintend the rental of his three cottages as usual.

*a
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Mr. W. C. Gage
of Somerville,
Mass., will arrive at Overlook cottage
about July first.
Richard T. Snow ot
Somerville will have Bay Cliff for August.
Alonzo S. Cobb, the well known advertising man of the Maine Central

has been seriously ill at his
home here for nearly three
months.
Mr. Cobb came down to
spend a few days and was seized with
a severe attack of rheumatism from
which fever developed.
He is recovering nicely however and is about a
little at present.
Dr. L. L. Hale
of Chebeague was called early In the
case and has given It his personal attention.
We hope to see Mr. Cobb
In his usual vantage point, the pilot
house of the steamer, soon.
R.

R..

summer

Merriconeag House.
HOUSE AT SOUTH HARP8WELL
OPENS SATURDAY.
Pierce A. Anderson Are

Proprietors.
Merriconeag House wil open
Saturday. June 12 and its incomparaThe

ble

location

will attract the
usual
this season.
The
change in management will doubtless
be of benefit as to strlst attention to the
|
wants of guests as the new proprietors. Messrs. Pierce and Anderson
are men who are not afraid to
personally assume the tasks which dally
arise in the summer hotel business.
The hotel is in the best of condition
and a number of early guests are to
take quarters there the last of the
month.
Shore dinners will be served
daily, after arrival of the noon steamer from Pcrtland.

large patronage

Mr. and Mrs. Henry RelchenDach
of New York city and Sir. George H.
Stevens of the
same city
will be
among the July guests who are well
known here.
Mrs. Henry W. Kennedy and Miss Kennedy will also be
here during the summer, as will Mr.
and Mrs. John R.
Cumml-vgs, Mr.
Joseph Gildersleeve and son Nelson
and Miss Gildersleeve and many others who have made the Merriconeag
a summer hotile for a number of seasons.

CASCO BAY HOUSE.
LONG ISLAND'S LEADING HOTEL
WILL OPEN JUNE 15.

Many Organizations
This House for

Coming
Their Outing.
are

to

The ever popular Casco Bay House
at Long Island will open for
the entourists
tertaining of the summer
Tuesday
June 15.
For sevtrifl'weeks past Mr. Cushlng has been
actively at work getting the hotel In
order for the season's work.
Every
little detail has had his attention and
many improvements have been made
that will add to the comfort of the
The grounds and grove
patrons.
have been cleared of all debris and
In the grove several new hammocks
are up for those who desire the
comfort of this cool spot.
The application list is growing daily and among
them are several families who have
been regular sojourners for years
past.
The clam bake house has the proud
distinction of catering to more excursionists than any other hotel in Casco
This year there is to be no exBay.
ception to this rule for already several of the largest organizations in
this state and some from Massachusetts have arranged to spend their
day's outing here.
It has come to
be a saying in Maine that no vacation is complete without partaking of
a clam bake at Cushlng's.
Mr. Cushlng will give his personal attention to
details regarding the management of
the hotel and clambake and at the
hotel he will be assisted by Mr. Fred
Whlttenhagen of Beverly. Mass.
as
clerk and Mr. John F. Conway of the
same city will be In
charge of the

morning.

Prominently located on an eminence commanding a superb view of surf
and shore, within two minute*' walk of eteamboat
wbarf and post office.
Fine sand beach wltb private bath bouae, at bead of famoua
Mackerel Cove,
near hotel.
Arrangementa easily made for flablng parties. Large rooms
wltb clotbea presses, balr mattresses, etc. Toilet
and bath rooms. Sanitary plumbing throughout the bouse. Long dlatance telephone Intbe house.
Open all the year round. Summer aeaaon June 13 to
Sept 20. Table board
#6.00 per week for the aeaaon. Ratea and circulare on
application to
W. D. Crafte, Bailey Ieland. Me.

L. M.York
Bailey's Island,
Maine.

Casco Bay's

Leading

General
Store.

msintsining tbe reputation of having the
WE •tore still
in tbe bay. We have everything
yon desire and
are

the lowest.

Freeb involcee received
dally.
Remember this:
If yon want tbe best, trade with us. Our teams
Is siways our aim to please our
pstrons.

Mrs. Clinton M. Hamilton Has
Everything Ready for Early Boarders.

The location of the Summit House
Great Chebeigue Island has frequently been commented upon as the
most sightly on the east end.
The
buildlnga. for there are three houses
in the group. are separate, providing
cool *nd airy sleeping rooms entirely
kitchen
separate from
and dining
rooms.
A large clientele
of New
York. Springfield and New Jersey peocome
here yearly and about half
ple
the faces seen about the
place In
summer are those of boarders of
previous seasons.
The rooms In the
newest cottage are already all taken

Woodbine 8t

July.

are

letting readily for

ISLAND VIEW COTTAGE.
popular

Houm at Oraat
CHebeague to
ba Opened thla Month.

The Inland View Cottage at Great
Chebeague Inland will reopen thla aea-

about Jane 20.
Mr. Lincoln F.
Hamilton will aa heretofore take
personal charge of hla houae and annex
and thla assures patrons of the higheat quality of service and food.
The
Island View has always been well
patronized ard laat Auguat the ruah
of buslneaa was such that double the
capacity of the houae could have been
filled.
son

LAUNCH RAMONA LCA8CO.
The launch Ramona. owned by
Capt.
J. E. Farr of Portland
bean
leased for the reason to the U.
8.
roast Surrey, and la located at fox
Island.

are

at your service and it

are

Cottage.

Mrs. H. S. Sinnett Prop.

Bailey Island,

He.

ideal boarding house has had many improvements
mad*, among them being a large new
dining room capable of »eatlng 54 guests: 30 fine
chambers, nicely furnished. Excellent table
with plenty of sea food. Open June 1 to Sept. I Rate*
on application.
Excellent location, bathing. boating and fishing. Accomodate* SO.
This

CHARLES S. THOMAS
Carpenter
Builder
and

Bailey's Island, MeEstimate* riven cheerfully on all kind* of
All work under my personal building

and repairingvUion.

»uper-

BAILEY ISLAND.

Miss J. E. Massey, Prop.
The moat delightful and e.'elusive
on
Um island. Situated on the «at end spot
in full
view of the ocean. Beautiful
pine (ram and
walk a around the house. The house is
modern
in every respect, toilets, baths and
sewera*e.
Rates and circulars on application.
Lotif distance telephone in house. Open June
IS to Sept IS.

SEASIDE COTTAGE-

Bailey's Island, Maine,

Mrs. F. E.

Cram, Prop.

Fine home-like boarding house with fine chambers and excellent table. Rates on application. Open from June
25 to Oct x.
Transients accommodated.

JAMES G. STETSON.

Bailey's

Island Ice Cream Parlors.

Our Ice Cream la mad* from par* dairy cntni and selected crushed
fruit. D*litrtr*d in brick* by
quart or ration. Station'* famous caramels are mad* on tb« premises
daily. No finer candy mad*.
Complete line of Confectionery, also boxed C-anile*. Fruit. Nuts, etc- Try our cool
soda, all fruit
syrups. Circulates library. It a day. We are the exclusive scents for the Casco
Bay Breeze. orders taken here. Papers. Marazines. Souvenir Postals, etc. Our team
calls for and delivers orders.
We aim to please our trade.

at

for August and

prices

—

clam bake.

SUMMIT HOUSE.

best stocked

oar

Boat

DAVID P. SINNETT.

Builder,

Bailey's Island,

Me.

Motor and pleasure boats of all kinds made to order. We bave
oar
own prirato wharf at Mackerel Cove.
Boats to let by tbe day, week or
ssavon.
Wharf privilege* at reasonable charge*. Exclusive
agent for tbe
Latbrop and Hartford Engines. Cylinder oil for sale.

X5he Johnson,
It. r- JOHfflONi Prop

Bailey Island, Maine
•top

Entirely ernhaaM and rvAtted this mum.
IT Dm Mnr« ilMplnff rooms. Two eompM*
toilet* with op«n plumMnr
Runntn* water
In hoow.
Excellent tabU with plMljr of
food
llathinf, Botlini ud Flikhif.

Open

June 15 to

Rates

AcnmRMUlM 49.

for Lunch at the Senator,

40

Sept.

on

20

application.

Kxchanga

St.

WW» th« bMt of rrrrythlnc In tb« Lun<h Lin* U imrf. TV* Moat Co»nmodio*« and Up-toDiU UiKh Ro*ma Hi Portland.
*p«cl*l din In# Room on ixond door for L*di«a imt OantWmon.
Table D'Hote Dinner, J3<f aer-red from 11:30 a. m. till 2 p. m.
_

...

CONGRBSS

PORTLANO,

Comfortable Boarding Houaa at Qraat
Island

LUNOH

CO..

MAINS.

CENTRAL HOUSE.
CHebeague

_

Mad*

Success

July 1 for summer boarders sod It
already entertaining tome guests In*
eluding Mrs. Brown snd Miss Brown
of Skowbegan and Mr. Llnscott of
Aroostook.
J

Laat Yaar.

Tha Central Houaa at Cta«b*agne.
which waa to successfully conducted
by Mra. 8#1den Hill laat wmmer, has
bean somewhat improved in antldpation of the coming aeaaon.
Two
new rooms have
been added to Its
capacity by changes In the second
floor.
Tha honae will be open by

6/:e Elm wood
1*

Sim

St.

FcHUaJ, Main*
Dinner from 11.16 to f.OO

C. D. DRESSER,

•

•

Proprietor

Household Affairs

YES--

We will be glad to see all our customers of past seasons and lots of new ones

Your advance order will receive

TO

chamois skin.—New York World.

Antique & Colonial Furniture
We also manufacture

after Chippendale, Shera-

signs.

Hepplewhite de-

i

Cabliwt Maklnf, Uph«litarin|
and Draperies

CLEANING FOR WOODWORK.
Oak wainscoting and furniture are
apt in time to assume a greasy appearance. which should be removed
during the annual house-cleaning br
washing It in warm beer. To give it
a handsome gloss brush It over with
a piece of beeswax as
large as a walnut.
When dry polish with chamois
or flannel.
If oak or walnut articles
are Infected with a tiny Insect that
bores holes until the wood crumbles
into a fine powder, stop its wild car<*r by saturating the wood with creosote.
Do not allow it to dry for several days.—New York World.

1844

BEANS FOR SCREENING PORCHES

en

—I

If you have a sunny back porch
■which you want to screen off with
vines why not try beans?
The Tinea
make rapid growth, if the seed is
sown in rich soil, and the
foliage remains glossy
and handsome
until
frost, the vines also furnishing quan-

Office »nd WorKroomn

55 Union Street, Portland, Maine

Telephone

531

Telephone

Houne

1128-3

titles

CHEBEAGUE'S LEADING GROCER.
Laiiing aid Near Post Office
*We carry the best in the market and for prices we never are
undersold, for the quality of {roods offered. Our Meat Department
is our leader. Here you will get the best
always. Orders called
for and delivered. Carelul and courteous clerks. Your
patronage
in

Renesber Oar Locatiois—Two Stores—Haiiltoi's

solicited.
Cleaves' Home BaKery and Ice Cream Parlor
Near Post Office Building

Oar cooking is done on the premise*. We make the finest Ice Cream served
on the
island. -All order* promptly attended to.
Fruit, Berries, Etc. Fine Confectionery

BRIDGEPORT MOTORS
New and used

Automobile* and Motors.

See oar

Rowing

Commercial Automobile ft Motor Boat

Ski Hi (or

f!2.00

Exchange

224 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

ELMER w.UTTLEFIELD. Mgr.

INGALLS BROTHERS
iSoda

and

MAN l'FAC*Tl"HKR8 OK

Mineral

Ginger

Waters

Ale and Tonic Beers
Sole Agents For Lith ia Beer and General Bottlers
Agents For Moxie Nerve Food

36,

If you want the best be sure to be served with

38 «*nd

beverages

our

40 Plum Street* Portland, Maine

RUBBER
EVERYTHING
Gardsn Host, Gloves, Druggist's Sundriss, Mechanical
If ii'a Kob»>er you want, call at

Rubber

brows and remarked, "Is It?"
the newcomer was cbillproof.

"Oh.

would remember that their maids arc
human beings and not machines, the
servant problem would solve Itself.
So she felt constrained to ask: "And
did she have It all that while?"
"No, she didn't, a
lady gave her
a cure; she says. 'Get up
every morning for three days just at
dawn.
Then pull a hair from the middle of

Sblp Stovfn, Lantern*
and Gftlley Parol-hings.

F. & C. B. NASH CO.
334-330 FOB ST.

Hamilton Cottage
N«.

P. Hamilton, Prop.
At th« hctij of th« wharf, ahore dinner*
* ■poctaltjr.
Hoard and rooma, rate* on
application.

MERRIMAN

30inn

nirpiwfii,

Mv*

Contractor
The
new

and

glanced
recently acquired mlstrees. This
business of poltsblng silver In
profound silence was setting
on
ber
nerves.
8ho would endeavor to
get
It off.
"Ain't It nice to get the laugh on
people?" she Inquired cheerily.
All her life the mletrees had been
accused

"girls."
aright,

of

being

too easy with

her

This time sbe would begin
so she merely raised
ber eye-

TESTED

■

"And the dog?"
"He coughed so the
next
house
poisoned

J

Highmcre—Coins

Mr.
run

over

bono?

Charm Worked.

slrl paused,

the baby's head; after that split open
a piece of meat and put In the hair.
Then tie the meat to a piece of bread
an' feed it all to a big black dog.
In
three days the dog will
have
the
whooping cough an' the baby will be
better/
$ f
"And was she?"
meekly Inquired
the owner of the silver.
gure she wan," returned the teller
of Strang^ tales.

York times.

natlma.Ua chcerfulJy siren on all wot*
wh« requested.
Altering an<1 repairing
promptly and aatlafactortly done.
The
*J her

she

voire, singularly like her own, that
bad lifted itself up, and proclaimed
"If the employers of domestic help

RANG PS,
TINWARE

Mr®. C.

not.

cago

to

Mr.

In the
him."—New

man

to

take

Montly Ix>ndon
Tribune.

and Paris.—Chi-

The MELROSfi
C«pi A. CvMunfi, Prop.

Littlejohns Island, Maine
Rmm

m

AwMurt—

TABLE BOARD A SPECIALTY

AND

OPEN JUNE 17 TO SI FT. IS

PROVEN

Arthur H. Hamilton

mKICIfT ACKNT

n

Europe, arc yon? Cot
Pneurltcb—No, I think

That beywnd * reasonable
w + carry the rhotceat llne« of
Fancy nror«rt*a.
Mid Provlalonii that can be
Our location rl*ht at the head obtained on Cheh«cue lale.
of
Central Landln*. la of *reat convenience lo
the poNlf, *« moat of the vtattora
land here.
CMfi> Teaa and Cn1t**-m
note a*enta for Chllton'a Palnta.
Order and dellvary
•enrtce of the he«t
Olra ua one order and we are aure
jrim wltl always stay with us

Meats,

beans

for the table.

ends of the rows and run small wires
across from peg to peg.
Run strings
up from the wires to a convenient
height on the porch, and train the
vines up on these strings.
Keep the
plants well watered and cultivated,
and they will completely shelter the
porch, besides furnishing lota of
"snap" beans for use. Of course, it
need not be said that "pole" bean*
are the sort to
plant.—Washington

VOR C. B.

AMD

If.

«•

• CO.

I want tr*ry chronic rheumatic to throw
•way all utdldon, all Ualmenta, all
plaster*. and
Ml'NYONS KHEUMATI8II REMEDY a trial. No matter what
your doctor may aay, no matter what
your friend* may aay,
do matter how
prejudiced too may be against all advertised rfmrdlrt, go at once to
your d—i*glst and get a bottle of the RHEUM K
YISM REMEDY.
It It falls to glee ritlsfaction.I will refund your money.—Manyoa
Remember this remedy contains do sailer lie add. do opium coca live, morphine or
other harmful dm**. It la put up under
the guarantee of the Pure Food and
Drug
Act.
For sale he all drorrt*t«. Price. 25c.

The First Dark Horse.

The

Democratic

was

national convention
the first to nominate for the

presidency
in

a

the

"dark horse." It was also the convention to revive and permanently to establish the rule requiring a two-thirds

Is worth all it costs, because it
gives the assured that feeling of content which he does not
otherwise have unless he carries this form of

majority

for nominations, the first almake the extension of slavery
the chief campaizn issue, and the first
to be distinguished by those gusts of
passion, that emotional turbulence,
those sudden, uncontrollable impulses
which have since so often characterized these vast gatherings.—Westchester County Magazine.
so

to

BUKDEXS

LIFTED

FKOM

protection

L.

Chester L.

Edgar L. Jordan

HEX T

Crtrm

f

A

No orders too Urge or loo small.

Fruit.

The.only way to And

Slog

JORDAN & CO.

Exchange St., Portland, Maine
Jordan

E. Llnwood Jordan

SUPPLIES

-raoai its

times oat of ten It is
due to sick kidneys.

Tens

13

COTTAGE

A bad back is a heavy
handicap to
those of us who work every day. Nine

•Acfirt

.....

CHESTER

BACKS.

Groceries
Meats

All will receive our prompt attention.

Paints, etc.
Provisions
Hardware
Dry Goods
Pastry
Drugs
Ice Cream,
Confectionery,
Sodas.
Souvenirs

LONG ISLAND MARKET

relief is to cure the
kidneys. Doan'sKidney Pills have Riven

HeaJ of Doughty Ldg

Long Island, Maine

sound, strong backs

to thousands of men
and women.
Mrs.
James Cooper, 118
W.
Germain
St.,

CARE OF GLOVES.
"It Is strange that few peopk
really take care of their gloves, that
Is. in one particular," said a Newark
woman.
"I suppose we all know that
pulling gloves off by the finger tip*
spoils the shape of the gloves and
also endangers the material Itself.
"What is the right way? To peel
them off. as it were, inside out and
then turn them.
A glove man told
me once that the life of my gloves
would be perceptibly lengthened If 1
would do this, and also inflate the
gloves on turning them right side
out.
This would help to put them
Into fhape and at the same tim* help
to dry them. If they were moist froib
the hands.
"Silk gloves may be successfully
cleaned on the hands.
"Wash them
with borax wt*!er or suds of some
pure white soap, as though washing
the hands.
Rinse them under a

dry

with a

towel, keeping the gloves on until
they are nearly dry.
Remove verj
carefully; fold in shape and put them
between two pieces of cloth with a
weight on top.—New Haven Register.

Foamy Omelet.
Two eggs, on*
quarter cup of milk, two teaspoons of
—

batter, one-half teaspoon of floor;

cook

In oven and serve with cream
sauce made as for toast.

Chicken Panada.
Boll a chicken,
take a bit of the breast and pound
fine in a mortar, season it with a lit*
tie salt, a grating of nutmeg and a bit
of lemon peel.
Boil gently until it
thickens a little.
Buttermilk Cake.
One
mixlna
spoonful lard, one cupful molasses,
—

—

cupful buttermilk, one teaspoonful soda, one-half teaspoonful each
kind of spice; flour to make stiff batter; raisins or citron to suit taste.

one

Scrambled Eggs.—Take four

egga
and beat thoroughly; add three cups
of milk, butter sice of a small egg,
one teaspoon salt.
Put all above ingredients in a double boiler and bolt
until thick like baked custard.
Do
not stir.

Original

Rice Cookies. — Thre«
of ground rice, (IT
butter, sugar, on* *»«*: little lemon
Juice. Rob butter Into the flour, add
the other Ingredients; If not quite
moist enough add little milk; roll out
foite thin and bake In hot oven.
Potatoes An Orat In. — Slice pot*
toes thin and put In layeru in but*
tered padding dlah,
sprinkling each
layei with salt, pepper nnd hits ol
butter. When all are In, pour In gill
of hot water or hot milk and
sprinkle
top layer of potatoes thickly with
salt and pepper and bits of butter.
Bake, covered, for thirty minutes
Uncover snd brown.
ounce*

Leading house on this ie'jnd, commanding a fine rlew of the bay. Pin*
alongside the house where rockers and hammocks are for the use «*f
quests. Bathing, boating and fishing. Clam Bake House accommodates *•»*
with dancing privileges. Clam Bakes and Shore
Dinners served here. Op*»«
June IS to Sept. 15. Rates and circulars on
application. Accommodates 100.
Only twenty minutes sail from Portland.
grove

candidate usually spokfigurative language so
characteristic of our politios as
a
of

Star.

a

STOVES,

Harpswtll,

But

continued blithely,
"me an' my sister have the laugh on
all the
people In
Jamaica, (that'd
where my Ulster lives.)
Yon see. her
little girl had whooping cough an'
everybody said she'd have it twelve
week*."
The mistress remembered hearing

Heating and
Plumbing
Engineers

Suth

ve«."

green

stream of clear water and

PORTLAND RUBBER CO., 239 Middle St.

L. B.

of

Make the soil as rich as possible by
adding well rotted manure, rich mold,
etc.
Plant the seed, eye down. In a
perfectly straight row, the seeds being planted about four inches apart.
Drive pegs into the ground at the

"The Motor That Motes"

Launches,

Prop.

Lacquered brass should be
washed
with
occasionally
warm,
soapy water and then dried with a
soft cloth and polished with a dry

C/l/i

ton and

CtlAS. C. CUSHING,

cloth.

At the Head of the Pier
f
i"!• vUDD CLIFF ISLAND,flE.

•

CLEAN BRASS.

Casco Bay House,

Pour strong ammonia on it, then
scrub well with a brush, rinse In cold
water and polish with a soft, dry

very careful attention.

our

RHEUMATISM

'""■'"iillililli'"''""

each

Orsnge Ice Cream.—Mix one pint
henry cream with two cups rich milk

and the Juice from one dosen orange*
with a little grated peel; sweeten to
taste; freese, using three parts finely
cruahed Ice to one part rock salt
Serve with crushed strawberries. Re
move stems from one box strawberries. cut In halves lengthwise j placs
on back of range,
mash, using a silver fork, and sprinkle with
sugar t*
sweten.
Serve sllffctly vara, W
not kot.

m>*:

Winchester.

nan

such

terrible

Va.,
pains

SOUTH

through my back and kidneys that I
could not turn over in bed.
I
threatened with Brlght's disease, and
at
the
worst stage began taking
Poan's Kidney Pills.
They cured my
trouble, and doctors who have since
examined me say my kidneys are all

Mtrriconoag Houso

The finest livery,

Sold by all dealers.
50 cents a box.
Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo. N Y.

hijn?

Auburn Colony

Preference.

^
Kuyth-^JU'ould

reform

Oeian Vltw House

boarding

and sales stables in Casco Bar.
Oar three ^tables are equipped to handle
all the business of
this place and -we are
prepared to furnish teams with carefnl
drivers at any hour of the
day or night. Expressing and
moving of all kind* receive prompt and caretnl
attention.
Have all your baggage checked in care
of A. £. 1 inkham,
South Harpswell, Maine.
*

right."

H<f

—^

HARP SWELL,, MAINS
Stables at

you marry a man to

Mavme—Not If I could get a man
who didn't need reforming.—Denver
News.

BABY'S SKIN R0U6H AS BARK.
Italiy llojr

Had Intense Itching Humor
—Scratched Till Blood linn—
Found a Cure in Cuticura.
"Our »on, two year# ol<l, wu atHicted
with a r.iab.
After he suffered with the
trouble several week* 1 took him to the
doctor, but it got wvrw. The ra*h ran to
gether an.I made large blisters. The little
fellow didn't want to do anything but
scratch and we had to wrap his handa up
to keep him from tearing the fleah open
till the blood would run. The itching wax
intense. The akin on hia b*«*k became hard
and rough like the bark on a tree.
He
suffered intensely for about three month*.
Hut I found a remedy in Qiticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment. The result
almost
magical. That waa more than two year*
and
there haa not been the slightest
ago
■yinptom of>*t aince he wia cured. J. \V.
I>auck, Yukon, Okia., Aiig. 28 aad Sept.
17, 1906." Potter Drug &. Clicrti. Corp., Hole
Pro pa. of Cuticura Kemediea. Boat on, Mass.

Egg shells as gas mantles Is an
Idea from Germany. The'contenta are
drawn or blown out, the ends are neatly cut off. and the body of the shell
Is fixed In position like the
regular
article. The light thus obtained
Is
very good, while the new form of mantle Is durable.

White Hou* Cofff* ha* a quality
aurpiiar for you—a mfiwair of lateraat to
all true lovera of (In* coffee.
"Whlta
Hout»" Coffee nerer disappoints.
The three-year-olS son and heir of
the Czar Nicholas Is Insured for f2.500,000. and Is said to par the highest
premium In the world.

WHAT'S

Your Health Worth7

Too dirt lickMM hf
nMRttnx Mtm
and It generally ahowt flrat in the bo wah
and Hm. A loc.box (week'*
treatment)
of CASGABJTT8 wiU
help nature help
yom. They will do more—naing than
refvlarlj aa jam need U»m than any
medicine on Earth. Get a bos
today;
take n CASCARBT
to^gbL Batter in
the morning.
It's the raeult that makea
milliona take them.
m
CAKAtXTI tae a bo» lor a waak't
Irraiaeeat. ell
D nvt «e1l#T
la Um world. MBuaa ktirt Amoath.

GLENN'S
Sulphur

Clean the complexion,

whitens the hand* end
U ft time-tested remedy
for akin

Prince Albert Pants.
French Canadians were talking. "Ah, Antonia," one of them exclaimed, "eef you 'ave h'only been at
forget heem. So gentil! So mooch luxury! H'every one so 'appy an' so
grand an* fine. Teenlc of eet' Antonle!
H'every one wear de Prince h'Albert
pants an' dreenk de real ginger ale!"
dees wedding of Pierre Coubertln an*
Emllie La Roche you shall nevaire

British Museum

Two

In the

Rules.

early lays

of the British Muyeutn a century or more ago ihe
place
was open for only six hours
daily on
flv*? days a week In the summer and
four hours daily during the rest of the

year.
Nobody could remain in the
building for more than two consecutive
hours, and the number admissible at
one time was strictly limited to
fifteen.
Bach batch of visitors was
an attendant.

shepherded

by

Rheumatism Cured In a I>ay.
Dr. Detchon's Relief for Rbenmati»in radically cures in 1 to:*day-. It*action it remark-

able. It removes at once the cause and the
disease immediately
disappears. First does
greatly benefits. 75c. ana fl. At druggista
A

British Colony.

In the year 1694 William Patterson,
founder nf the Bank of Scotland, con
celved the grand project of planting
on the iBthraus of Darien a British

Mover

colony which,

in
bis
own
words,
"should secure for Great Britain the
of
the
keys
universe, enabling their
possessors to give laws to both oceans
and to become the arbiters of the com-

Qualify

by99 Oh*fa

Puerto Escoces, but its
people
subsequently forced by the Spanlards to evacuate and return to Scotland.
as

>

were

BY

Old Doctor—1 wii sucoMsftil In my
drat caw.
Young Doctor— Indeed?
Old Doctor—Yef. The «*©cotora of tali
estate paW my bill without a mar
nmr.—Cleveland Laadtr.

You

are

thus assured of uniform
goodness, and this is
the reason that the use
of Libby's gives such

3port»men Summoned When Geese
Are Sighted on the Prairies.

~

to select
the
choicest
materonly
ials, and put these up in
the same careful manner

every time.

TELEPHONE.

Tbe rural telephone playa an Important part in bird ataootlng In the
There
prarle provinces of Canada.
Is an abundance of geese, ducks and
chicken
in
prarle
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta and the shooting is good clear up to the llmlta of
the cities.
Let a flock of geese be sighted on
Its way south
from
the
breeding
grounds on the shores of Hudson Bay
or up the Yukon or
on
Its
return
north In the spring, and tbe telephone
Is brought Into play
to
summon
sportsmen for twenty ml lee around.
The
birds
make
overnight
stops
wherever they And water
and
the
gunners spend most of the night In
preparation.
They dig holes deep enough to conceal a man and
set
decoys about
thirty yards away. Experienced hunters will wait until the flock la
passIng and then shoot Into the flock
from behind. It has been shown that
shot Is more effective this
way than
when the attack la made
from the
v
front.
The windier the day the better, for
then the geese fly low.
Moat geese
are shot when flying leas than
forty
yarda from the ground.

Tamio

because the utmost
care is taken
by §Jb»

mercial world." This colony was actually founded at a place still known

HUNTING

Vary In

or

general satisfaction
every housewife.

to

T<7 these Ub*y Foodm
DHmdB—i

Evmpormtmd MKk
For

luncheon,

spreads or
meals, they
thing.

every
are

jast

the

Keep

ft.'"

|

day

a »upth« bouM.

«ell wKffl they
will town in kmA»k for

and b«
1*1

r<*»

A

H-tltapmfsEieWata

Briber and Bribee

The Chebeague

Bowling Alleys & Casino

By Nathaniel C. Fotvler, Jr.

Largest

Summer Resort Journal in New England
Published Every

Prom Jane to

Thursday Afternoon

September and

on the Last
Thursday in Each Month
from October to May

CROWLEY
Office,

LUNT, Editors sad PnbMshers
93 Exchange Street, Boom 5, Portland

TERMS

Om Year, SI.00; Summer Season, SOc; Single Copy, 5c
ADVERTISING RATES
additional insertions at reduced raws.
15 cents per line. A postal brings our advertising

fl.00 per Inch first •wtelc;
'A<lTertisers desiring

cnanpcs must send in copy on or before
day of publication to insure insertion.

Reading Notices,

man

Mondaj preceding

lot*—Hotels and Boarding Houses in the Bay contracting for four or more inches
3f space per issue for displayed advertising, hs\e ti e piniKpe cf weekly inserion of guests' names under the classification of Register cf Touiists, free of charge.
THURSDAY.

Week

of June

Sun

Day. Rises. Sets,
4 04
4.04
4.04
4.04
4.04
4.04
4.04

30
11
12
13

14

15
16

7.1 J
7.18
7.18
7.18
7.19
7.19
7.20

JUNE 10. 1909.
watch on the habit of summer guests
in dropping cigar and cigarette butts

MINIATURE ALMANAC
10—16.

High Tide
Portland
Length
of Day. Morn. Even.
15.13
3.40
4.10
15.14
4.40
5.10
15.14
5.40
6.10
15.14
6.40
7.10
15.15
7.40
8.10
15.15
8.40
9.00
15.16
10.00
9.40

about. The valuable property of many
islands is in need opflre protection and
until that is provided please take care
when dry weather comes.

shores and wooded nooks for a rest or
a vacation.
It is in the air, this welcome emanating from
every
living

thing and even the rocks seem to suggest cool' retreats and afternoons with
pillow and book within hearing of tLe
surf.

No grander feeling can be aroused In
a human soul than that induced
by an
early trip down the Bay while it 1«>
in its freshest green and the beaches
are not yet teeming with bathers or

strollers.

The air

during

seems as

balmy

as

most days of the later sum*
mer and with dawn
peeping over the
crest of the seas at about 3 o'clock in

the morning, (if you happen to be up
to see it) a fullness of the feeling that
some, at least, of life's trials are trivial, pervades and sinks into the early
tourist's soul with the first twentyfour hours in the Bay. Appetite comes
with a jump and that puts a rosy look
on the environment of the most confirmed pessimist. Business cares fade
away and everyone seems to hold out
a hand of welcome to
you after your
absence or if you are a newcomer. Cottages which have been locked and
shuttered for six or eight months, are
opened and even the dust which in a
city would be inches oeep, seems to
hare fallen lightly if at all on the furnishings. There is practically no dust
raised in the air on the Casco Bay islands except at a few
points where
travel is congested near steamer land-

ings.

The Matchless Bay, dotted with Island Gems, is at Its best now. Thrice
welcome will be the earl? arrivals and
thrice will thejr be repaid for

coming

little before the rush. The Breeze extends its hand with heartiest
greetings
to new and old faces for 1909.
a

Looking backward

few years Into
our flies we note the result of
the
guessing contest conducted by
the
Breeze In 1906. The problem put before our readers was one which gave
a wide margin of
speculation. Tlx.: The
number of through passengers which
the Harpswell Steamboat Co., which
then controlled the majority of the
island business, would carry
during
seven weeks In July and
August from
and to Portland.
This Included no
transient business between the Islands.
The books of the company showed the
a

surprising

number of over 90,000 and
as the business has Increased 15 or 20
percent each season since presumably,

Portland

figure

the Cseoo Bay
aad Harpswell lines as a carrier and
trade producer during a full season of
three months of no mean power. A
fairly conservative presumption is that
can

on

110,000

passengers of this class will he
carried to and from the lower bay

islands and ss many more to and from
Portland harbor resorts
during the
coming season. No record would be
made In this estimate of commuters or
Portland people who go down and baek

dally.

Sixty-one cottages, large and small,
are said to be In proceee of erection
at Peaks Island. Of equal coat though
leas In number, are the dosen or so
eipenslre Hummer houses, built at
Ghebeague and nearly as man/ more at
Bailey Island, this spring. Tb's era of
summer home building la a steady and
^adual passing from email cottages
to prsteotioua mansions of the 910,000
to $30,000 class, at lesat one of the latter baring been built uithla the Hmfte
of the hay In 1000. Business prospects
are indeed good when theee pointers
to prosperity of this Islaad are watched
and taken note of.
Again we wish to call the attention
of hotel and boarding house keepers
to tke necessity of keeping a
strict

use

catch-all for bribery, why were not the announcements limited
to the conwhich did not stand high In the community? Now these
good people—
these non-voting citizens who
docry bribery and graft—did not seem to have
anything to say against the alleged good people who advertised in the alleged
bad paper.
I am not much of a
mathematician, but somehow the arithmetic of sense
permits me to figure out that, If this paper was a bribery
sheet, the advertisers
In It were bribery-makers and
brlbe-glvers, and that they were a great deal
worse thsn the fellow who took the
money.
Sometimes the bribe-taker needs
what he gets or tries to get. This
is not a good reason, but may be an excuse.
The great business house or
corporation which pays the bribe is a much more
dangerous menace to society than the fellow who takes the bribe. I do not
believe in bribe-asking or bribe-taking, but it seems to
me that we snould
not condemn the bribe-taker and
commend or condone the bribe-giver.—Prom
a

cerns

The Christian Register.

By William

of mirrors to attract the at-

Remarks the
are

Boston

beginning

to

They

Globe:

laugh

in

England

at some of the jokes that Mark
Twain got off when he was over there
last year.
now

Better quarters for American ambassadors

are earnestly advocated.
But
it may be some time, avers the Wash

ington Star, before the farmers can be
brought to take an interest in the uplift of the diplomat.
Some children,—observes

the Chlst-

lan Register, are like their parents;
many are like their grandparents; and

many more show the permanent trait*
of the family line in which their descent may be traced.

It is seldom that a woman wishes
to stand up for her
rights in a street
car, notes the Chicago Record-Herald.

The New York Press ezplsins: If
the baby doesn't learn to walk for

several months sfter he ought to it's
because his brain is too big for his
legs to carry.

It is not sufficient to exert the maximum

pressure of fear upon those who

would
death, but that punishment
irould render it extremely difficult, if
not Impossible to obtain
verdicts
which would send men to the death
chair.
And for the sske of stolen
rhlldren it will be well always to keep

the penalty

for

than that for

murder

more

severe

kldnspping.

Holland Is a factor of consequence In
the European equation, and the pos-

sibility

that

without

the monarch

issue

has

might

greatly

die

worried

hope to see the status quo
remslns unchanged.
The birth of an
heir, thinks the Washington Star, Is

those who

a

to

reassurance

same

of those who
ever

them, and at

time It awakens In the
In the

have no Interest

political

the

breasts
what-

game abroad sen-

timents which are as old ss the world.
This royal Infsnt will be sn object
of keen Interest for a long time.

According to commercial reports we
are Importing and exporting lee* rmw
material, while we export more aad
Import leea finished product, which
means that oar

gaining

that we
men

manufacturers

the

are

employing

at good

are

world's business and

In

oar own

wagee to Increase

workthe

▼aloe of

foreign trade to our ad rantIt Is solrlng the problem of how
to buy little end sell a great
deal,
declares the Agricultural BpttomlsL
The country wss nerer In such a thorage.

oughly proeperous condition before.
Hs Wesjf talk.
This Is a busy wlrs, I tell you."
roared the excited man In the telephone booth.
And from the other esd of the wire
came this:
"I don't cars, I will talk."
"Get off the wire!" shouted
the
other, beside himself. "You don't waat
to talk with as."
But It was ao ass.
Trs paid 10 csats to talk," cams
ths answer, "aad I'm goiag to 60 It"
And talk hs did, busy wlrs or aoC—

H.

a

Ham by

RUTH is the only thing that never produces ennui. The
human family baa never become intimate enough with it to
be bored.

Although the philosophers have been giving it a hard
chkse for many thouaand years, they have never run it
down;
and it ia still spry enough to elude the flank
movement*,
cross cuts and center rushes of the
college professors.
Ever since the sinuous track of the Old
Serpent waa
discovered upon tbe aands of time. Truth has had a
pretty
large contract. In addition to Its regular business of
uprooting Error and
demolishing Falsehood, It has had to do some lively sidestepping to keep from
under innumerable weighty theories that
wanted it as a foundation for advertising purposes. It has also required some skillful
dodging to escape a
number of creeds that were foreordained to
embrace it.
During the past two hundred years, while the politicians have been
madly
rushing around to nail Lles,| the aclentlats have been as
wildly—and successfully—endeavoring to skewer Truth and hang It up to dry.
Like Liberty, Truth has had to stand for
a good deal of abuse on account
of lta friends—especially those
long-haired, pale-faced, wild-eyed, adoring
eaoterlc friends who are always
praying to be allowed to kiss the hem of Its
skirt.
This Is doubly embarrasalng, for Troth
doea not wear skirts. It Is not at
all certain that It wears
anything, but if It doea, it has entirely too much at
atake to risk its reputation
by materializing In the guise of that aex wnose
chief charm is its uncertainty,
—
_-j.
^
Then, too, Troth has been steely
tempted. Considering the coldneaa of
the climate in which It la
supposed to dwell, and lta undreased
state, it surely
haa been hard to reject all the varnish
that has been offered It by the orators.
And when we see the kind of
people that uaually have It cornered, we arv
struck with the great moral
backbone It must have required for Troth
to
resist the smiles of the
many charming liars who have come to woo.—From
Life.
—

Consumption of Matches
By Jfcojr

Crandall

ATCHE6 are such trifling object*, such
Inflnltealmally small
adjuncts to the dally housekeeping task, that It
may astonish
Madame to learn that so vast a number of the
little "sulphurlc splinters" are consumed each day that National
Forester Glfford Pine hot, in
working out the problem of saving
the 700,000.000 acres of American forest
lands from destruction. is pondering on the match Industry as one of
the factors of an almost unbelievable wood
watse.
It takes many a match to make a
tree, and it may be
dlfhCiiit tor the mind to believe that
manufacturing matches means the annual
wiping out of hundreds of square miles of forest lands,
yet such ie a fact, and
when some of the figures have been massed
together the reasons become a
bit plainer.

Last year 3,000,000 matches were
lighted every minute of the
day and
the civilised world, and of the
vast quantity America used
no less
than seven hundred billions.
With 3,000,000 matches going into flame snd
smoke with each tick of the
clock, one with a mstbematlcal turn of mind seems
driven to the task of learning how many were burned each hour, each day, each
week, each month and
during the year, and then how many each man, woman and
child In the United
States Is entitled to annually.
K's simply a question of old-fashioned
multiplication, and the completed
task shows that It0,000,000
were used each hour,
4,310,000,000 each day, 30/340,000,000 each week, 307,300,000,000 each
month, and
ing the year. If the Federal Census Bureau is correct 10,886,400.000,000 durIn
88,000,000 people In the United States, an equable division the estimation of
would allow 138,078
matches to each during the
year.

night in

Alleys

9y Alexander Dana Moyes, Financial Editor
X/trn^t of the Mew York Boenlng Post
I

ROT,

mtw invset In ujtblai on the basis of so
advertising
prospectus, and eepectelly srold soch propositions wbsa
they a-s announced la glaring and sensational form, with *
X liberal use of capital letters to attract attention.
Seooad.
x
never Invest la anything which makes
the promise of very
1
large profits with do risk; if the profits are real and
■ore,
the faot that the laveetmeat Is offered to
you at a low aad
apparently attractive price measnrsy the largeness of the
risk.
Third, never Invest In a mining scheme or in
nay
joint-stock enterprise of which yoa know nothing, on the
repreeeatatlone of a
or
a
friend who knows no mora about it than
promoter
yoa do.
Fourth, never
Invest In a private buslnsss sntsrprlse nnlsss its
sonndneee aad
capacity are demonstrated to yoor satisfaction and to that of profit-earning
conservative
men to whom yon submit the
data. Fifth, never Invest in a
security because
somebody has hsard that Its price It going up; the story
may have been circulated by fomeone who knows
wrong about the Investment aad is
anxious to sell what he holds Mmsllf.
Sixth, never Invest In anything—
mining stock, railway stock or maaufioCurlng
stock—simply bscauee Its prloo
Is low. It may possibly be a
hot Its price may sleo be low
because
It Is worthless, or because It Is
d whether the stock will svsr pay nav
return whstever on the Investment.—
nan's Home Companion.

FT

sotnejbing

_

coast.

be

can

engaged for private parties.
Finely lighted
and

perfectly

adjusted.

Cigars

and

Gonfeotionery.
Light Drinks,

lee Cream. Pool
Table. Ladies'
Reception Boom. Don't fail to visit the Casino while yon are
in Casco
Bay. Ail are welcome, Steamers land often.

Mcrriam Point, East End Chebeague
F. A. ROBB1NS, Muagw

SEASOlV OF JiPOO, JUNE IS

SUMMIT
()n the crest of

to SEPT.

Hi

HOUSE

CHEBCAGUE ISLAND
the slope, chosen by everyone as an ideal

location. Overthe ocean and the restful island
scenery of field and wood. No
better spot for conr^lete rest and recreation. Table and
service firstclass. Accommodates, with cottage,
75 guests. Rates reasonable.
MRS. CLINTON M. HAMILTON.
Proprietor.

looking

Island View
Great
X. F.

Cottage

Chebaagu*.

Me.

HAMILTON, Prop.

FINE

LOCATION and table flnt-clan.
Verandas and large airy rooms. Rales
on application.
Cottage annex.
Open
June IS to 8ept. IS.

Hamiltia Villa
Chcbttgu* Island

Ai.yiip E. Rmnaw, Prop.
At the popular Bast Bad. Only
• minutes' walk from latUro
landliif. Plat pon aad BtaJiil
walks. Fresh farm aad oasaa
prodaots. Best of rsfstswoss.
Bates oa application. isMnaodsus with eottsga 40 gassta.

Central
House
Chebeague

North road,

near Noddle Head, near EastEnd and Central landings.
Only 1 min.
walk from shore A bathine beach, boaU.eta

ern

Accommodate#, with idmzm, 90 guesta.

•▼•dim and sMr woods.
T?atM ah
on annllmllAfi
to
applloat ion •<*

8m food

fire. SeMea Mill, Prop.,

On

«bmd/

plontifoly sappUod.

CrcbMfiM hi—i, Me.

A M QRDAIiE
Ot.
Chebetgue Island,

Maine

MRS. M. A. CHARLESON, Proprietor
Fine twenty room ootta«o wiih
ipaeioot piaiui. Excellent sleeping rooms,
with the latest design of fnrnltme. Ltrn
grove with hammocks (or the use of
guests. Vegetable* from onr own
garden.
Spring water. Open J one 20 to Sept. 15.
Rates and circular on application.

Sea Breeze

General

Contractor

Complete cod tracts made
performed for buildings,
tages, alterations, repair*,

etc.

etc.,

AmericanDaiirLimch

D. 4. MacOONALO, Proprietor
121 Commercial It.
nearly opposite Island
Steamers and South
Portland Ferry.
ISO Middle Street,
n»mrty opposite Postoffice.

Milk, Cream, etc., fresh from dairy farm
dally Best of food, quickest service, reasonable price*.
finest equipment In the
East. Visit us when In town.
CUITC LUNCH, M1 1-2
Congress St.. for

I

U/
w•

^amo^e!

< „„,t ,rJ
»■
r rvpnviOr
poutntrn,
rhml location.
KacoUont rooms and
tabU. ItatM on tppHctlW.
A. H. flouthard. licwtil
Motor-Boot.
Exeuraton and Plihlni Partlca.
m

LITTLE CHEBEA6UE
Mr. George P. Reed.
mtufer of
Armour Jt Oo.'a Portland branch, la
to build a aereD-room
cottage at Lit*
tie Cbebeague laland at once.
The lot
waa purchaaed of Mr. J. B.
Reed early
this spring and the
balldlng will be
finished about July SO.
It will contain a living room, about 22 feet In
length and win have an S-foot veranda about It. Building has not been
active here for some yeara and the
opening of the property by Mr. Reed
will be welcomed by many who have
been dealroua
of locating
on
the
Island.
A weetern monthly magailne pob
llehes the following unique notice:
"We shall have a general burning of
old M88.. received daring the year
1M7, on the first day of December.
IMS. Any author wishing his story returned will please eend a stamp before that data."

Main*

Mr*. Berth a M. Seabury, Proprietor.
Nice, corny cotace with line rooms and
txrHlrat table, handy
to
beach
and
amuaements.
Open from Juno 26 to Sept.
IS. Rates. 99.00 to 910.00 per week.

and

cot-

Chebeague Island, Me.

II,
PHI*

Cottage

CtoabaaQua Itltii,

AGt

How Afot to Invest

the

on

Maine

HOWARD S. HAMILTON

plot kldnspping. Life imprisonment,
without the possibility of
pardon,

would be none too severe, according
to the
Cleveland Leader.
Neither

Truth

^

tention of Mars is hard to understand
If it were Venus, it might be different
to the Washington Evening Star.

pose

of alleged

have still got to part with the best
part of a sizeable gold certificate.

The

presses Itself upon every visitor new
or old who comes to our wave washed

circulate within itself.
evil-doing owned or controlled a paper with a circulation not quite large
enough to make It one of the great advertising mediums
of the locality, but it was Oiled
with advertising.
The goody-goody people—
the talkers and the shirkers—said that the
paper was a blackmailing sheet or
a receptacle for the
deposit of bribe money. It either was or it was not; but
any way. it was filled with announcements of big corporations and other concerns, officered by church folks,
society folks, and other people of conventional
goodness.
If the paper was not a good
advertising medium, why did these
good advertisers advertise In It? If It was a blackmailing sheet, and used as
w»i.

Are you wearing a Panama or a stiff
straw?
Panamas are surely
looking
downward in price and correspondingly upward in point of sales at present.
However to get a good one you

THE 1909 SUMMER VISITORS.
To greet the 1909 summer
visitor*
the Casco Bay Breeze can have no better welcome than the one which im-

* *
•

ing* for the pur-

OT more than a hundred years ago (here lived In a city not
more tnan 15.000 miles away from New York, but not the
city of Boston^—oh, no. that city of more or less culture,—an
alleged bold, bad. wicked, grafting politician, who candldated for the mayoralty. The good folks, and especially those
who forgot to vote, opposed his election, and talk against
him ran in that circular stream which somehow seems to

N

-n

Four regulation
alley8 in one of
the finest build-

C. C. WEBBER.
Cat! EMI Great Cbabaatna, Ma.

Our Ice cream will surely please you.
Confectionery of all kind*.
Fruit and
fancy crackers. Soft drinks. Moxie. etc.
We carry all the daily papers and also
the Caaco Hay Breeze. • Trade with us
If you want the best.

CLEAVES

VILLA"

MRS. C. L CLEAVES. Prop.
Coatral Laa tHag. Gt. Ctiabaoyo I, Mo.

Homelike house,
situated on
road, near irrove and beach.
Nice
farm products mlsed on place.
on application.

North

rooms,

Rates

SUIL0IN6 AT BAILEY
A number of nice cottage* hare
been built at Bailey Island since lsst
year and two are especially well located on the ridge near the Charles T.
Root and Clara Ixmlse Bum bam cottages. These sre owned by Miss May
Munroe of New York and Mr. Parry
R. MarNellle of New York. The latter Is of the firm of Mann A MacNeille.
architects.
Both cottages hare the
new outside Isrge shingle effect and
sre arcbitecturslly
handsome.
very
They were built by Contrsctor Charles
S. Thomas, who has also
finished
since laat sesson a 93600 cottage for
Mr. A. B. Psyton of Ware, Mass..
wtrtch measures 35x46 on the ground.
This cottage Is located at the southeast end of the Island and ita feature is the rough stone pillar construction in front. There are two bath
rooms in this bouse and a very compete water supply plant.
Mr. Thomas has si so built a large
boarding bouse for H. Prank John
son, containing upward of 20 rooms,
snd has enlarged the B. 8. Leemsn
cottage. He hsa the contract for a fine
cottage to be built for Charles York
and the lumber for this Is oo the
ground. Two more are to go up daring
the summer, one for Joseph La bee.
and one for Albert 8mlth. These sre
of tlx rooms each.
A Ml tt Farmers.
than any other thing,
have aaslst«d the rural Inhabitants of
Asia Minor to destroy the magnifionce
cent forests which
extended
from Smyrna through to Konla, the
ancient capital of Karamaola. Not only
Goat*

Goats,

hare

the

more

peasants

and

nomads

de-

stroyed the timber for the sake of
firewood, bat they destroyed It also
In order that their goats might ob-

tain suitable pasture. And the goats In
their turn prevented the new ahoota
erer after replacing the trees which
hsd been cut down.

UrlBf her tactics, by

POINTS

We Make

"Portland

DEATH OF A WALRUS HUNTER.
An amazing story of tragic adventure in the remote north was made

Quality"

public

BURGESS FOBES & GO.
Opp.

Custom

House, Portland, Me.

Rockmere House
and Cottages
UtileJohn'9 It/and, If#.

O. M. HAMILTON, Prop.
Right on Um ihozt, vttk
•leTmtioD. B*t la sprao* nt
tommodatM 100. I
Dally nulli. Opn
BaUa on apntyoatlOB.

4 tea ma

ARTHUR PALMER
dally

to Samtk H «i

fiwall
Complata

Groceries,

*

from omr Wait

Meats,

of

H»iyiw»U

Into stone of a peculiar opaque
No Eskimo will make a
landing on Its shores. When the boat
and her crew came within striking
distance of It Donaldson suddenly
called Reeves' attention to what

atorc

Provisions

a
seemed
strange
phenomenon.
Reeves strained his eyes and he, too,
seemed to see the Island moving up
and down In the water.
So marked was the Illusion that the
two officers called the Eskimo to look.

476 1-2 Congress Street
Portland, Maine

Ji Dinner to

Pf«bl« HoUM

an

phant

"

Ele»

^

By Lilian BmU

Oil|
'■

N what proved to be the coldest
night of the year, a man.
said to represent a brand of wine he Is anxious to export, engaged the largest stage In the world from midnight until the
next noon and gave an entertainment in honor of an elephant to which were bidden the men and women whos«.

lights shine mostly

on the Oreat White Way.
These people were requested
to
come
dressed as
"rubes." In the hope of making themselves as ridiculous as
possible. But that was unnecessary, as the report of their
antics while the wine, represented
by their host, flowed with Increasing free*
dotn, did for them what ho amount of caricature In dress could
accomplish
Out In the cold of this same freezing
night there Is a bread line. Stationed at various places in this
city are municipal free lodging houses. To these
flocked the army of the hungry and
homeless, seeking for food and shelter
from the bitter cold.
Of course, nobody blames a wine
agent for advertising in any preposterous
way he can. Nor does one blame his guests, who can find no
excitement so
fulted to their taste as the sort given at an
elephant dinner—where no dinner
was—for going and giving themselves
up an abandonment of vinous enjoy*

Women

8| Maud Howe
HAT elae beside* iMartoce baa the city woman that the
country woman lacks?
8be baa polish.
Her manner* are kept amooth by the
continual friction with all aorta and oondltlons of men and
women.
More polled, more aaenrance, greater eaae of mantbe average dty woman haa more of all tbeae than
ner;
the average coAtry woman.
She la uaually quickertongued. bat not neceesaiily quicker-witted.
Her apeech
oomes more readily than her slater's from tbe
country, but

for all that It may not be better worth hearing.
What sre tbe influences In dty Ufa that make for thle finer
polish, thla
greater refinement, thla urbanity? What are the refining iofianecea In tbe
of Roatlca's sister who Urea In the city?
She learns something every day by watching her
neighbors and tbe people in the streeta. She baa gone to tbe great ecbool of the dty. 8be can bear
tbe beat preachers, the famous lecturers, tbe formoat
actors and musicians.
Tb*y all come to the dty to teach her what they have learned of
religion, science. music, aft The pulpit, the theatre, the art
exhibition, tbe concertroom—these are the claee-rooms of the dty school of life. Cities
dvillae, polish. educate largely from the outaide. The dwellera in cttiea
Improve by Im*
tat ton;
th»y learn from one another.—Harper's Baaar.

Now Is The Time To Advertise

and Donaldson deter-

•gain.

A TRAGEDY OF THE 8EA.
About 9 o'clock the men were
startled by an extraordinary noise,
apparently coming from the eastern
end of the island, a noise unlike anything they had erer heard before.
Dropping their tools and starting toward the east, they beheld such a

sight as it falls to the lot of few
people to witness. There, not S00
yards from the shore, was being
waged a battle to the death—a fight

between the great cow whale previously seen snd a school of thresher
sharks. The cslf was swimming
about distractedly, but the old boll
had disappeared, having basely desertod his fsmily at the first ap-

New Yor!. American.

Self'help for Country

at once cried that

mined to get nearer in the yacht's
dingey and try a shot at them.
The yacht lay by and the ill fated
officer set out alone in the dingey
with his rifle.
Soon he was close to
the great herd, firing right and left.
He killed or wounded several of the
brutes, and then, the barrel of his
rifle becoming hot, he started to pull
back to the yacht.
By this time the entire herd of a
I
thousand or more was thoroughly
alarmed and excited, and Donaldson
had trouble in getting back to the7
larger boat. There he was joined by.
Reeves, and together they set out in
the dingey to skim the edge of the
herd and secure the tusks and heads
of the slain animals.
To their dismay when they got well towacd the.
visible edge of the herd terrific roars
and snorts In the icy water astern
of their little craft warned them that
they were encircled. Huge bulls kept
rearing suddenly all about them, and
with four sets of tusks In the bottom
c' their boat, the two men decided
'jo pull for the yacht again.
They bad hardly started when an
erraged bull came up with a terrible
crash right beneath their dingey's
keel, hoisting it clear of the water
and throwing both men far overboard.
The two struck out for the
yacht as if by instinct, but after a
few rtrokes in the freezing water
Reeves decided to go back to the capsized dingey and cling to It.
He had
barely reached It when Donaldson
suddenly disappeared amid a commo; tion in the water. He was never seen

•lent.
New York Is a city of
contrasts, and, in spite of the piteous tales of suffering printed every day in the newspapers, the idle and the
thoughtless continue to give parties, full of
spirited and spirituous entertainment, where hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars sre spent for no good
purpose and to no
worthy end.
Do you wonder that some
shivering wretch with empty pockets and an
empty stomach, who bears of this waste and wanton
extravagance, sometimes
loses his faith In God and man?
Nobody objects to even expensive entertainments, which
really entertain,
but to waste money and advertise that
waate when babies are dying of cold
and hunger on the coldest
night of the yesr and men and women are driven
to desperate measures to And
warmth and food. Is Uttla short of a crime.—

w

Eskimo,

distinguishable,

DENTIST

>

the

what seemed to make the Island move
wac the presence of an Immense herd
of walrus.
As they drew closer the
huge animals, any one of them as
large as a truck horse, were easily

DR. W. L FOSTER

Opp.

upon

spirit

Ford,

(NorlhMUtora, IMS
N«w Kngland. S174-1I

Winnipeg, Manitoba,

whiteness.

Canned Good*, Hardware, Dry Goods, Confectionary, Etc., Etc.
Tolopkoao Commoetioa

.J.ho—

at

the arrival of Inspector Pelletler's
party of Northwest Mounted Police,
who have been about the Arctic Circle
(or two years. The loss of Corporal
R. L. M. Donaldson, of Aylmer, Ont.,
in a battle with a herd of walrus, 600
miles north of Fort Chnrchlll, in Hudson Bay, was but one example of the
death constantly confronting them.
Donaldson, with Reeves, started
from Fullerton bound for Churchill
in a forty-four-foot Hudson Bay cruising yacht, accompanied by an Er.almo
guide. They made the cruise safely
and arrived eventually at Marble Island, some miles down the coast from
Fullerton.
The Eskimos have it tradition regarding this Island. They believe it
to be a great Iceberg turned by some

proach

f-

of

danger.

marki, as though act lag In accordance with some preconcerted
in©

plan, had completely

surrounded the

two whales, and, apparently realising
that nothing was to be feared from
the calf, concentrated all their efforts
upon the cow. Again and again thejr
charged In upon her, their Jaws snapping, tearing at her mighty sides until
the sea was red with blood.
Meanwhile the cow lashed her tall furiously, hurling up sheets of reddened
water and occasionally crashing down
with terrific force upon one of her
▼oraclons opponents.
Maddened with
pain and rage, she dashed this way
and that, hat the sharks hang to her
side with a persistency and ferocity

that mads the fascinated onlookers
shudder.
Nor* and again tb« wlld-laahlng
tall would catch on* of tha aaaallanta,
driving It beneath tha wavn—no
donbt klllad or disabled—hnt the re-

mainder rushed In undismayed, tearing viciously at the mammal's bleeding flaaka or butting her with the
fore* of battering rams.
Presently the sp«llboond spectators realised two
facte—firstly, that
tha calf had disappeared In the me!**,

and secondly, that the tortured whale
was undoubtedly
becoming weaktr.
It waa obvious that the unequal struggle could hare only one ending. StllW

however, she fought on doggedly, wlit
nine admiration and sympathy by hA
|
exhibition of hopeleee courage.
Al*|

<

a supreme effort
she hurled her whole great bulk clear
of the water for a moment, and the
fascinated onlookers
beheld
the
sharks hanging from rarions parts of
her gleaming body by their serrated
teeth.
Then down she went again,
with a crash like thunder, and for an
instant whale and sharks were burled
amidst manes of foam, heavily colored with the poor mammal's lifeblood.
Rising again, the essayed another
change of plan, making for the rocks
and desperately striving to rub off the
clinging sharks against their edges.
Bnt the threshers were equal to the
occasion; while those on the outside
maintained their grip, the others
dired under their enemy and charged
her anew, tearing at the whale's side
in an ecstasy of
ferocity that was
blood-curdling to witness.
More and more feeble grew the
whale's struggle, and at last—to the
heartfelt relief of the spectators, for
her death light had been terrible to
behold—the great body turned orer
and sank beneath the red-tinted

sun s WHKN OTHERS DISAPPOINT

water.—Wide-World Magazine.

▲ HEROIC RESCUE.
The storm which swept the Gulf
Coast gave occasion (or many deeds
of heroism. In some of
which courageous volunteers lost their lives, and
In others won their war safely to
shore again. Few which came to general notice were more heroic than the
deed of two members af the crew of
the United
States revenue cutter
Winona.
In such a storm the first duty of
the commsnder of a vessel is to take
the measures which are most likely
to insure the safety of his own craft
and his own crew.
Most captains
feel that they have done their duty
well when they have done that, and
few seek to accomplish more. Bnt the
captain of the Winona had thought
and heart for others, too.
The little steamer had herself
passed through the severest part of
the storm with the greatest difficulty,
being in imminent danger of destruction, and saved only by the skill of
her officers snd the strenuous labors
of the crew.
While the wind still blew with
great force and the sea ran high, so
that the vessel labored dangerously,
it was seen by those on board that the
Pascagoula lighthouse was almost destroyed.
Nothing, in fact, was left
of it but the tower, which swayed in
every gust and threatened to collapse. The keeper, his wife and their
two babies had sought refuge on the
tower, and It was apparent that unless rescued soon they must perish.
Two men
darned
Peterson, one
master-at-arms and the other quartermaster of the cutter, embarked in a
small boat at the risk of their lives,
and mide their way to the foot of the
tower, 'and caught a line which the

i*eperrthrew down to thorn. While
the gale buffeted them against the
building and bruised them bsdly. they
climbed the rope to the top of the

tower, lowered to
keeper's wife, the
keeper himself,

the boat below the
two babies and the
and
then, sliding

down the rope, returned safely to th«
Winona.
A FALSE ALARM OF FIRE.
was on board the Northern
Light, says Captain Osbon, In "A
Sailor of Fortune," that a false alarm
of fire was sounded and disaster
prevented only by prompt action.
A
passenger looking down through the
boiler hatch saw the red-painted
boiler fronts, and seeing the flamelike color amid a cloud of steam*
shouted "Fire!"
Immediately the
whole vessel was In an uproar and a
dangerous panic was Imminent. I
was one of the under-officers.
The climax came when the quarter*
master saw a minister of the Gospel
on the rail trying to lower the bow of
one of the ship's boats.
I ran to him
and ordered him to come down on
deck. The minister paid no attention,
and I seised his coat tail to
dri.g him
down br force.
Perhaps It was an aid coat, for the
seams parted, and a second later 1
had the minister's coat tail in
my
hands. He came down then. He waa
angry, and was likewise a spectacle
It

to look upon.
He started to call an indignation
meeting, but most of the passengers
had recovered from their fright by
this time, snd were Inclined to be
merry %t the,. reverend gentleman's

expense.*

He w«ot raging to the
captain, who
mmmoned m« to appear.
I came,
Bt 111 carrying the coat tall
In my hand.
"Mr. Oabon," he aald, "what art
roar orders In caae of a falae alarm

of lire?"

by

"My orders,"

I paid, "are to atop It
any mean* necesaary. I may knock

down, thtottle him, or split
him wide open."
The captain turned to the lrat«
minister.
"Those are Mr. Oabon'a orders,*
he aald. "Ton are fortunate that II
was only yoar coat tall that
was spill
open."
The danger from the false alarm ol
lire on shipboard la second only to th«
real thing, and la always a
peril to b*
met promptly.
a

man

Jfrw York'* Condition.
The Interest bearing debt of th«
United States on April 20, stated with
sbsolute accuracy at the close of that
day's business, was $912,217,400. N«
one knowa what the gross
debt ot
New York Is, bnt If contrscts are In.
elnded It Is considerably larger thai
the nation's. The annual Interest btU
Is much greater.—New York
World.
This year marks the tercentenary
of the development of Galileo's tel.
eecope In practical shape for sclsn*
tills purposes.

BEST GROCERS SUPPLY IT
CROWS ON OOLF LINK8.

In nine months of the current
year

310,000 aliens came to this country
Fastidious
Bird
That Would and 570,000 foreign-born
people went
8tsal Only New Balls.
back to Europe. During the «1mnsr

One

The crow seems to be attracted to
(olf balls in a way wholly peculiar
from the rest of the bird species. In
parks where the rook and the crow
abound one can notice them sitting in
the trees or hopping about the
putting
greens in the distance watching the
roll of the ball with a direct or sidelong glance expressive of the keenest
Interest and curiosity, which Is soon
translated into a desire to carry it off

to the roost in the neighboring wood.
The Kew Gardens adjoin the MidSurrey course, and in the royal preserve there used to be a fairly large
the
colony of crows nesting among
trees.
Of this colony there was one
particular crow who found his greatest amusement in mingling among the
golfers and in disconcerting their play
by indulging in repeated
predatory

campaigns against their golf balls.

policy

His

to hover in attendance on those players who used new
white balls only.
which
Those on
paint had been chipped or which had*
been used in play for several rounds
by an economical player were always
rejected by this particular bird as being beneath his fastidious attention—
Prom the Field.
was

period of last year there arrired In
America 1,135,000 aliens, while those
who departed from these shores numbered only 330,000.
A

cold on the lungs doesn't usually
to much, bat it invariably precede* pneumonia and consumption. Hamiins Wizard Oil applied to the chast at
once will break up a cold in a
night.
amount

After passing his hands over a bullock at Henly-in-Thames
fst
stook
show B. Neville, a blind inmate at
the local workhouse, computed Its
weight within a pound, and thereby
gained the first prize In a weightguessing competition.
Dr. Daniels' Horse
Renovator—for
your horse—Makes Blood—gives vim.
strength and health.
"Trial marriages"

NK24

Although the house fly lsys eggs,
fly, better known as the *blne
bottle," produces living Isrvae, about
the flesh

50 at a time.

Pains of Old Age

powder

British Street

Railways.

In 30 years the street railways of
the United Kingdom have gone from
269 to 2464 miles; their capital from

$20,000,000 to tSS2.000.000, and their
yearly net receipta from $1,000,000
to $22,000,000. The number of passengers annually carried is equal to 60
tlmea

tggmm
mtt or ;

rso

(Linimcmt
HOST CHEERED CHILDREN
iMftkMllk.
oh.

HMf.

Mtti*. turn

entire population, or 60
lourneya a year for every man, woman
and child In the country—a total carrying of 2,625,000,000 mllea (Increase
in one year) 170,000,000. Electric traction la ateadily displacing other motive powers.
Line

Summer
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discussed at

Mis. WinsloWs Soothing 8yrupfor ChOdiv*
teething. Doftens theguim,rodnrestnflsmnn
tion, allays pain,cures wind colic, SScabottle

too *•■» FmI Ach« sad Barn?

8hake into your sboas Allen'■ Ifoov-Lam, 4
(or tb« teet.
It makes tight or
new iboei (eel eeajr. Cures Come. Bunions,
Swollen, Hot, Smarting and Sweating Feet
and Ingrowing Nails. Sold by nil Druggiata
and Shoe store*, 35 eta. Sample sent nn.
Address Allen 8. Olmsted. LeRoy, N. Y.

were

the recent congress of Russian
women
at 8t. Petersburg.

Cmoomcn Uck T*f «PO«M
*m >u
mmoti,

am

WW ENOLANO AOKNT*
JAYNC* DRUO CO.. IMTM

DR. A. C. DANIELS' I
HORSE

Tripe.

Nova Scotia, Cape Breton. Prince Edward
liland. Newfoundland. Charming
sea voyages. lone or short, on up-to-<tete
ships. Sailings till June 20 Saturdays at
noon for Halifax.
and Charlottetown; thereafter. Tuesdays for above
and Wednesdays and Saturdays
for Halifax only. Send stamp for colored
map, booklet and folder.
A. W. Perry.
Oen. Mgr.. Commercial Wharf. Boston.

Pats on Floch.
Mikw bin look
Md fool u fine M 8Uk.

Humoroue Churchmen.

▲i oaj Dotlm.

RENOVATOR

OiTM Vtml
Mihi Bleed!
Acts ea the Kidney*I

Hawkesbury

points,

Blao Box

White Coram,

2 WMb' Trutant St Cuts

In wandering through country diejicta one often eees ilpw on stores
yr elsewhere with a humorous twist.
Intentional or unintentional. In
the

are worded, but. as a rule,
does not look to
churches
for
auch contributions to the gayetjr of
nations.
Yet, In a small town In New York
State there Is wrltien. on
a large
stone outalde a church, the following
cheerful announcement:
"This Is none other than the House
of Ood. A. D 181S."

—
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provisioned
Wholesalers and Retailers

of*

laportid ail DoiesNc 6rociriis, Hotil, Yacbt ail Faier fully Sippliis
Poultry

Fancy

and

Game In Season

attention is given to packing perishable good* so that
will arrive in perfect condition, Hx press prepaid on all
orders sraoanting to $6.00 or over.
Goods delivered at fcVak's Island by Littlejohn's Express.

/.special

they

130-132 Commercial Street, Portland, Maine
The Old Ryan & Kelsey Store

Littlefield ® Co.
GROCERS

109*111 Commercial St
Portland Maine

Head of Steamboat wharf.
Wholesale and
Retail
Groceries,
Meats and Provisions of all kinds.
We are prepared to supply Hotels.
Soiiooners
and
Yachting
Parties.
We sell nothing
but
the
l>est and our prices are right.
Order teams visit all parts of tuc
city.
Island patronage solicited and prompt
delivery guaranteed.

lTottaces,

S/^VT

TX/ETXIIDQ
V ILiINlrxO

'n souvenirs as in
everything
else, we do not follow the lead-

lead the followers. Come
your car, and let us show you.
ers—we

McKENNEY
THE

We Make a

JEWELRY

JEWELERS

Specialty

in, while waiting for

ON THE

ef Scuvenir

Company

SQUARE

Spoens, Brooches, Novelties. ete.^J

GEORGE T. SPRINGER]
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry and Silverware
513 Congre— St.. Portland. Maine

**

COMMONWEALTH HO
Opp.

State

House. Boston, Mass...

STORER F.

i

A noted Belgian bacteriologist. Dr.
Leon Bert rand, claims that he haa
discovered a much more powerful

Jamestown, N. Y.,

ject

has a municipal
electric and waterworks plant, and
the possibility of operating a municipal heating plant In connection with
it, utilizing exhaust steam, is under
consideration. If the pian is adopted
the plant will be one of the first mu-

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.
Stonfloors,
but
nothing wood
the
doors.
Equipped with It* own Sanitary Vacuum
Cleaning Plant. L-ong Distance Telephone In every room. Strictly a temperance hotel.
Send for booklet.
Offers rooms with hot and cold watei
for $1 per day and up; rooms with
private bath for $1.60
per day and
up.
suites of two rooms and bath for $3 per
day and up. Weekly rates on rooms
with
hot and cold water and ahowe;
baths. $€ to 19; rooms with private baths.
$r> to $12: suites of two rooms and bath.
$15 to $23.

CRAFTS. Manager.

was

brought

Germany

Saves

aT5»

Vi

■

*

Eyes Examined

Accurately

EGARDING the accidents in the United States, it
is the opinion of the engineering profession that
one-half of them are
preventable. If so, the next question is, how? A
conservative estimate of the number of annual
accidents which re<1 suit
fatally, or in partial or total
incapacity for wont, is
500,00<). Reckoning the wage earning capacity of the average workman at $500 a year (this makes no
allowance forthe professional men, railroad
presidents, industrialists and
for
the ballot.
ready
Their day will come, but it
must not
other high-salaried officials who are injured
or killed
by the
railways, mines, building trades and other occupations), we have a
social and
economic waste oT 1250,000,000 a year.
What we are thus
losing in work efficiency Germany Is saving. "One billion marks in wage
earning efficiency
wo conserve for Germany through our
sanatoria, museums of safety,
onvalescent homes and other forms of social
insurance, by which we safe^
guard the lives and limbs of our workman and prevent the causes and
effects
of dleases which would lessen their economic
efficiency," stated Dr. Zacher
director of the imperial bureau of statistics, in reply to
my Inquiry as to how
much Oermany saved e^ery year.—Prom The Century.
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Aucocisco House
j

CLIFP ISLAND

IRS. t B. BATCHEL01

Proprtitor

Match leas B*y,
Cliff Ialand b its
Fine Bathing,
Boating and Flahlng.

Excellent Colaine.
Select Clientele.
Retea on application.

Op«n
KAILKOADS

Mode

Vienna

The line

COIN UNDER MAINMAST.

8hipa.
Custom decrees that a gold coin,
or at the very least silver, sball
be
uable

Finds

In

Old

put under the mainmast of each new
ship launched. The coll bears the
date.of the year when the Teasel la
completed, a fact well knowa to collectors, who keep an eye on
snips
thfct are llkoly to be the depository of
numismatic prizes.
Thus at Liverpool some years back

derelict Yank** schooner,
for a son*, yielded an 1904

bought
dollar,
(he rarest snd most
eagerly sought
after of all American coins.
It sold
resdlly for £1.600 (W.000), and would
be worth today at least double tfcat
»um, for it was In perfect
preservation. having rested to its cotton wool
wad beneath the
hollow "stepping"
a

Df the mast since the
placed In position.

day

It waa first

Its recovery waa the result of foresight snd business enterprise, com-

of course, with sorts) knnwl•d**e.
A man passlna the worthless
bulk on the day of tffie sale noticed

Cjmbridge Man iklpa.
John, N. B.—Dtnkl Morrison,
agad IS, of Cambridge, Mam., who was
8t.

aantancad to IS
•one

months In

jail

wwka afo tor hi* ahare In

date, 1804, on her stern and
rightly gussed that she might likely
be the
the

Ancient Custom Responsible for Val-

her*
en-

taring and itttllnc from C. B. PldKtoo'a famlabing and tailoring atora,
eacaped from tha hard labor |Uf whtla

doing road work on tha ontaklrta of
tha city Tnaaday. Ha waa porwed b/
ft guard. bat eSforta to recaptara him
faltaL

bearer of

i

a

dollar

thai

of

year.
Id the same way have
served and recovered

been
premany of the ancient silver Scottish pennies
known
as
dolt^, *Jiich were no tiny that
twelve of them were barely
equal In
value to the.penny sterling. The
old
Scottish
shipbuilders of the days
when the«e coins were In
circulation
used,
with
characteristic

national
thriftness, to put one of them beneath
each mast they
"stepped." in preference to the more
valuable

group.

Owing to their small size,
however,
combined with their weH
nigh
infinitesimal value regarded
simply as

Building Stone*.
of decay In building
various and depend on the

q

Gaelic Disappearing.
Tn submitting a report to the Argyll Synod (Church of Scotland) on
the administration of a
bequest which
provides scholarship for Gaelic speaking divinity students, the Rev. P.
Macklchan lamented that, whereas
thirty-live years ago candidates were
tfrawri from the whole of the
Highlands. they were now restricted to the
western seaboard and the Hebrides.
The church must keep in mind, he
sale*, that large numbers of the peasantry still used Gaelic habitually, but
the feeling was growlLg that to make
use of It publicly was an Indication
of
lowered social and scholastic position.
—
London Mall.

Oyitft HoflHjr.

It Is but seldom one Imagines that
Rood Joke Is made about an oyster.
Kdtnund Yatea. however, In bla "Rec-

ollections

flf
Pearsoft'i'» Weekly.

f,42 acres, or 13 pounds sn
acre.

Chlu Queng In Court.
Ronton. Maes.—Chin Qnong.

wise known as Charlee K.

Experiences," relates
"I was walking with him one
evening from the club," wrltea Yates,
"and paeslng a flsh shop In New
street, he noticed two different tuba
of oysters, one marked 'la a
doxen.'
and the other Is 3d a do«*n.' 'How
they mast hat* each other!' aald
and

one.

The rubber output at
Assam, India,
last year wss not
natlsfactory in quantity—only M4* pounds obtained

front

Thackeray."

Ao«trl«n Hawk Kilted la

other-

Shoe, wall
known In CMneee business circle* In

Boston. Ma^s. wo held till Jane IS, In
$3000 bonds, charged with having aldad
In umaggitng Chinamen Into thin country by means of the racht
Boalta,
which landed at Marhlehead In Angnst.
1*06. The charge la aald to he based
on Information from Chlea#o.
The accused says he can show hla Innocence.

in

Wyatt

Sprowla,

a

Pennsylvania
Washington

Tonnty farmer, ahot what he believed
to be an ordinary hawk, but which
proved to be a fine specimen of the
Austrian hawk rarely found la tkia
It measured Ave f*et two
country.
inchea from tip to tip.—Punxmtawney

Spirit.

The steam powar in use In tka
world to-day la eat I mated at
120.000,000 horse powar.

St Louis

Minneapolis

Si Paul
Detroit
Cleveland
Buffalo

Cars

Tourist Cars

For Ticket*. Vm* Tib)'*, and detailed information call on or
writ• I. D. JONES Ticket Agent. Union Station. Portland. Me.
D.

J.

MERCHANTS & MINERS TRANSPORTATION CO. STEAMSHIP LINES

From
AND PROVIDENCE
TO
NORFOLK, NEWPORT NEW8 A.
BALTIMORE
Most delightful route to Southern and
Western Point*.
BOSTON TO PHILADELPHIA
BMt routs to Jsrssy Coast Resort*. Accommodations and culslns unsurpassed.
BOSTON

Send for booklet.
C. M. Maynard. A*t..
Boston. Mam

Jaa. Harry, Aat.,
Providence. R. I.
W. P. Turner, Paawnicer Traffic Mgr.
General Offices:
Baltimore, Md.
Poisoned by Honeysuckle.
One of the most favorite and beautiful of our flowers is
the
common
honeysuckle. The Lancet mentions a
case occurring in tne practice of Dr.
Engh of Voiden, in which a little boy
2 years old was poisoned by its flow-

era.

The child after being in the garden
the flowers became tired
and then complained of
thirst.
Our contemporary
describes
the symptoms that followed and adds
that the boy made a good recovery
but was peevish and Inert for some
Various kinds of honeysucklo
days.
have been used medicinally as dlure-

playing with
and drowsy

•

ttca and diaphoretics, and It la
well
that It should be known that some of
the varieties at all eventa are far from
harmless.
The flowers appear to be

specially

dangerous

picked.—Westminster

when

Gazette.

freshly

A Clear Caaa.
"Gentlemen of the Jury," began the
lawyer, "we will prove to you that
our client Is Insane.
We
have witnesses ready to demonstrate that his
grandfather once
struck
bis
own
thumb with a bsmmer and made no
remark to bring s blush to the cheek
of modesty and decorum;
that
his

grandmother never asserted that she
had a sure cure for colds and rbeumstlwn; that bis father once refused
to take advantage of a Wall
street
tip, snd that his mother even now
refuses to sppesr In public with a
bat of
the
prevsillng mode. My
client was once observed to be reading 'Fr en tied Finance.' Need I say
more?"

The

subsequent
proved
that be
need
not.—Philadelphia
Ledger.
verdict

a

I
I

from

1

BOSTON

C. M. BURT
Ocn'l Pas*. Agt

FLANDERS
Paaa. Trmf. Up.

COASTWISE STEAMERS

The Improper selection of food
drives many a healthy person Into
t'u® dep h« of despairing Illness. Indeed. most sickness comes from
wrong food, and Just so surely as
that is the case, right food will make

igs.

Chicago

1

Maine

THrouf£H Sleeping

It Is Oftrn Found in Pure Food.

this.*
Read "The Road to Wellvllle,* la
"There's a Reason."
Brer read the above letter?
A sew
e appear* from tlsie to thne.
They
are cesslse, trwe, asd fall of hamaa

Fast Through
Traitu to

Excellent Dining-Car Service

Correspondence.

the tan shine once more.
An old veteran of Newburyport,
"In
Mass., says:
October, I was
tsken sick and went to bed. losing 47
pounds in about 60 days. I had doctor after doctor, food hurt me and I
had to live almost entirely on magnesia and soda.
All solid food distressed me so that water would run
out of my mouth In little streams.
"I had terrible night sweats and
my doctor Anally said I had consumptlon and must die.
My good wife
We were at Old
gars up all hope.
Orchard. Me., at that time, and my
wife saw Orape-Nuts In a grocery
She bought some and perthere.
■uad<>d me to try It.
"I bad no faltb In It, bat took It to
please her. To my surprise It did Dot
distress me, as all other food had
done, and before I had taken the fifth
package I was well on the mend. The
pains left my head, my mind became
clearer and I gained weight rapidly.
"1 went back to my work again
and now after six weeks' use of the
food I am better and stronger than
evsr before In ray life.
Grape-Nats
sarely saved my life and made me a
ptrong, hearty man. IS pounds heavier than before 1 waa taken sick.
"Both my good wife snd I are will.
Ing to make affidavit to the trath of

the West

Railroad

A novelty in correspondence, recentstcues are
the French Postoffice
physical structure of the stone, its ly inaugurated by
has met with such sueDepartment,
composition and the nature of the
cess that it might be tried all over
surrojnding atmosphere.
The most
the world. This is the telegraphic letcestructive agent to which the stone
The hours between 9 p. m. and
is exposed is rain or a moist atmos- ter.
4 a. m., are not busy, ones lor the
a.id
phere,
Also .In a minor degree
French tQjejpppfttc JlQes^ so the poswind, froit and smoke.
The air of ;
large towns is usually charged with tal authorities decided to turn these
hours to some use. Therefore, if one
var.o.us
deleterious acids.
These misses the
post for a provincial town
acids are dissolved by the
rain, which In France
one can at the rate of
today
penetrates the stone in a greater or
less degree, according to its physical 100 words for 20* cents have the letter
and delivered by the first
■t.uciure, ar.d combines with the con- telegraphed
The scheme is
stituents of the stone, causing it to post next morning.
and is working admirably
decay, so that any contrivance that very simple
in Paris.—New York Times.
will check the admission of water will
be most likely to succeed in
arrestijg
MAKING Sl'NSIIIVF

a

Its
J» tMCOl
tor's poll
W view

Novelty

to

Boston

ble.

causes

Mi AI Lit OA DS

A

mother,
pleated to
note that ber offspring's
rating? were ped workshops, instead of the meaof hl«h order, but his lawyer
gre and unhealthy quarters of their
having scanned the slip minutely, said own homes. The new building has
cost more
than $500,000, and comgravely:
"I don't see any record of
deport- prises about 150 workshops, large
ment here, Thomas."
and small, and 120 apartments.
The
For a moment Tom looked
blank, workshops are equipped with every
revolving the possible significance of appliance needed for
home-working
the term, then his face cleared.
trades, and special attention has
•'Oh," he said, "we don't have that
been paid to sanitary requirements.
in our room."—The Delineator.
The rents are fixed as low as possiof

|

June to Oetobor

Dwellings.

Under the patronage of the Emperor there will shortly be opened in
Vienna an imposing block of buldiugs
forming a kind of composite people's
and
model
workshops
dwellings.
The object of the undertaking is to
the
help
large number of artisans
working at home by providing them,
with well-ventilated and well-equip-,

was

decay.—Building World.

Fitted

requiring lenses.
lenses
to
Prescription
order. Onr new lens grindground
ing machinery is the finest in Maine. Mail orders filled same
day as received. Remember the place,
N. T. WORTHLEY, Jr., 478 1-2 Co«rtss St.,
opp. Pnfcli House

into

Conform* to I'ure Food and Drue Lm-.
Murine Doe»n't Smart: Soothes hye Pain.

second
grade was
noted throughout the school for a lamentable lack of discipline.
It was
in this grade that printed
reports
were flrst issued \o the children. One
day Tom came home, proudly bearing
the first former record of his
progress
In scholastic lines
Hia
hav-

The

and Glasses

to correct all defects of vision

Red, Weak. Weary. Watery Eyes
Relieved by Murine Eye Kemedy.
Compounded by Experienced Physicians.

Blank's

Derajr

I

Jr.

Fidelity Trait Co.

over

B*tk 'PkMM

my dear. Perhaps he will stay there
end keep the creditors
away.—New
York Globe.

Not One of His Studies.

..

WORTHLEY,

Poet's Wife—Homer, the wolf is at
the door again.
The Poet—Well, give him a bone,

is that the outer
wheels of the tramcars passing round
a curve run on their
flanges, and are
thus raised relatively to the inner
wheels. This device disposes
effectively of the disagreeable grinding and the shaking of the cars, to
the great comfort of the
passengers.

:•

By William H: Tolman

Cordag*

Skiffs
St. Lawrsnce River Skiffs

OPTOMETRIST and OPTICIAN

j

How

Oars

Dories

The Last Resort.

The consequence

teacher,

Anchor*

478 1-2 COHGKESS ST.,

as the proprietor of the famous
"One Horse Show." was more of a
national
character
than
Artemus
Ward, and this volume contains the
humor which made the nation laugh
even while the great Civil War
raged.
This fascinating book of 500
pages,
beautifully illustrated, will be sent
postpaid to you for $1.50.
Address
Book Publishing House, 134 Leonard
street, New York City.

A very simple device Is employed
on the tramways of
Zurich, Switzerland, to prevent the grinding of the
wheels and the shaking of the cars
passing round curves. Since it ia not
practicable in a public street to raise
the outer rail on curves, as is done on
railroads, a similar effect is produced
by giving to the exterior tramway
rail on curves a very shallow groove.

a

Clothing

Row Boats

N. T.

Provisions

--

Rice,

nicipal heating plants in the Eastern
States, although there is a small installation of this character in Webs*
ter City, Iowa.

ing been

Ollsd

Punts

contact with
most of the national celebrities of the
day. The book abounds In anecdotes,
humorous and otherwise; and it affords a clearer view of the inside
mysteries of show life than any account heretofore published.
Old Dan

u

EL*

Fishing Tackle

caustic hits upon men and mannera,
lectures, anecdotes, sketches of adventure, original songs and poetical
effusions; wise and witty, serious,
satirical, and sentimental sayings of
the sawdust arena of other daya.
These "Memoirs" also contain a series
of adventures and incidents altern&tIns from grave to say; descriptive
scenes and thrilling events; the record of half a century of a remarkable
life. In the course of which the sub-

struction; provision has been made
for the construction »f an additional
2232 miles, and 3286 miles of new
line are projected.

DIALS1 X»

Groceries

Maria Ward Brown, a book guaranteed to make you roar with laughter.
The author presenta to the public a volume of the great jester's
most pungent Jokes, comic haranguea.

The extension of the railroad system of China is proceeding
steadily,
if rather slowly.
At the present time
the total amount of road in active
opcraticn is 2170 miles.
There are
80S miles of new road under con-

Miss

PORTLAND

Any bookseller will tell yon that
the constant quest of hla customers
Is for "a book which will make ma
laugh." The bookman la compelled
to reply that the race of American
humorists has run out and comic literature is scarcer than funny plays.
A wide sale Is therefore predicted for
the "Memoirs of Dan
Rice," the
Clown of Our Daddies, written by

The lighting of the big auditorium
by electric Impulse from the wireless
tower at Fort Omaha, six miles away,
was a novelty to which visitors at
the show of the Omaha Electrical Exposition were treated*

sevum as a cure for pneumonia than
that now In use.
It Is a bactericidal*
not an antitoxic agent.

Mead of Portland Pier

w

w. S. JORDAN <SL CO.

At LmC, There la on Sale a Rook
Rrimfvl of American Humor.

Trefethen Ac Swett Co.

All Kinds of

"MEMOIRS OP DAN RICK." THI
CLOWN OF OUR DADDIES.

Maine!Central R.R.

Day*

E:

oursions

From Portland

$2.25 for tho famous Songo Rlrtr
by mil and steamboat. Home *nine Trip;
$1.50 to Naplm. Sunday*, for Dinnerday.
at
the Bay of Naples Inn.
$4-00 Through the White Mountain*.
8ee th*> Wonderland
of the Crawford
Notch. Thin ticket Rood
for
15 days.
$3.15 On Saturday*, good to return Monday*. $1.50 On Sunday*, good Day of Date
only. A sight-seeing trip,
allowing two
hour* for dinner.
$1.50 To Naples—Through the Son
go—
For dinner at the Bay of
Naple* Inn. on

Sunday*.

$3.50 To Poland Spring llou**—Ticket
good for the season. $3 05 On
Saturdays,
good to return Monday*.
Time for dinner at that famous
hostelry.
92.50 EVERY

SUNDAY TO MOOSEHEAD LAKE AND RANGELEY LAKE

Portland C.50 a. m.. irrtvinf on
7.40 p. m. |:.M the round
trip
place.
Via Whit* Mountains on & after June 24.
A Through Parlor Car
I>>avea
9.06 a. m.. arriving Montreal 9.15 Portland
p. m
A
Through Sleeper I/eaves Portland
dally. 8unda>*a Included. 9.15 p. in., arriving Montreal 8.16 a. m.
A Parlor Car for Pabyans Keavea Portland at 9.06 a. m., 1.30 p. m
dally except
Sunday.
A Parlor Car with Broller Buffet I^avea
Portland at 9.06 a. m. dally, except Sunday, arriving at Quebec 9.J0 p. m
return at
to either

THROUGH SERVICE WE8T

Cr*wfor'1
A#T?fJl«r^'^Tla.l?#
or tb* Whit* Mountain*.

*<*ch

I-»ave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrlve
Arrive

Portland. 9 06 a. m.
9.1S p. m.
Montreal. 9 IS p. m.
*.16 a. m.
Ottawa
140 a. m.
i:.25 noon
7.a a. m.
Toronto,
7 *0 n n
Detroit.
J.10 p. m.
: m ^ m
* &W a. m.
2 00 p. m!
»!-.
Arrive Chicago. 9.M p. m.
10.12 a. it.
Arrive St. Paul.
I.M a. m.
Pot further particular*, folders, ruldo
hooka and other literature, call on
W. K. BOOTHBV.
General Paaaenoer Agent.
Port!,o^ Maine.
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TOURIST

KODAKS

[

HEADQUARTERS
-rot-

KODAK SUPPLIES

■

public writiR* dwk and tvlapbonc for your

LORING, SHORT

onamant

fqu«r«.

&.

conv«ni«nc*

at all time*.

HARMON.

Portl«n4i M«.

THE MERRICONEAG HOUSE
SOUTH HARPSWEU.
CASCO BAY.
MAINE.
In one
Situated
the mdst beautiful
and
sightly
spots of Casco
Bay. Unequaled
boating and Fishing facilities.
Bathing, tennis
exclusive
and
grounds for use of
guests. Livery
connected. Can be
reached by automobile. A de lRhtful days trip among
famous Islands. A
well appointed table ana courteous
attention.

or

SHORE DINNERS

M

PIERCE & ANDERSON.

Farr's Shoe Store,
St.,

Opp. Plum St.

LITTLE CHEBEACUE ISLAND.

A few cottage lots on this Island will be offered for sale tbe
prevent seaLund on Little Cbebeagu* ba« never before been offered to tbe
puball
now
tbere
r>een
built
lic,
having
cottages
by members of tbe corporation. Lo»s will be sold only under reasonable restrictions.
A large part of
the Island will be reserved for u»e in common by cottage owner*. The price
of lots will be made reasonable to tbo*» who nropose to build at once.
For
particulars address THE WALDO COMPANY, Room 3, 9S Exchange St.,

con.

Portland, Maine.

CLEAVES VILLA.
Homelike House on Great Chebeague
Island will be Opened for Boardor

Let

Grocer.

Arthur H. Hamilton, the popular
grocer at the Central Landing of thla
Island has an announcement of interest in another column of this paper.
His atore has
been
completely restocked with a fine line of all the leadbrands
of
ing
groceries.
Special attention is to be given
the
meat department this cummer and It
will be his endeavor to supply
the
trade with the best obtainable.
Invoices of fruit, vegetables, berries, etc.
will be received dally and as Mr. Hamilton intends to personally supervise
the delivery of all orders, prompt service is assured.
The confectionary
counter contains all the finest sweets
one could wish.
Mr. Hamilton is a
promising young business man with
up-to-date methods and by strict attention to business he Is securing
a

Hamilton Villa.

The Best Place to Buy That New Pair of Shoes is

ers

Landing

J

large patronage.

Phone 9006-11,

190 Middle

Chebeagne
The Central

BOOKS and MAGAZINES,
SOUVENIRS,
SPORTING GOODS,
LEATHER NOVELTIES.
STATIONERY,

We htv«

They

for Season.

^ Cundys

Harbor

j

The ever popular Hamilton Villa
will soon be ready for its usual large
number of summer guests and judging from the inquiries received it will
attain a greater success than ever before.
The usual spring cleaning and
refurnishing are now under way and
in a few days the house will be ready
for the reception of its first guests for
the summer of 1910.
Capt. Alfred
Hamilton is one of the pioneers
In
the care of summer tourists, and so
well has he conducted his house during the many years past that he can,
proudly lay claim to having the most
successful boarding house In
Casco
Bay.

Sea

Breeze

Cottage.

Mrs. Bertha M. Seabury has decided to open the home of her late father,
Capt. James M. Hamilton for the enthe
tertaining of summer tourists
This house is comcoming season.
modious in every way and contains
ten
fine rooms, six of which will be
used for chambers.
No better location can be found. It being near all
the places of amusement on the Island.
The rates
offered are most
reasonable and the table will be supplied with the best of eatables that
tempt the appetite of our summer visitors.
Mrs. Seabury will give the
house her personal attention and already her many friends here on the
island ore predicting for her a profitable season.

Mrs. Pulsifer and her nieces, Mrs.
The Cleaves Villa owned by Capt.
Franklin T. Root and Miss Bertha
Aaron Cleaves and managed by Mrs.
Caroline Cleaves, has been known as a Schoff, will soon be at the Morton
Ready for Summer Trade.
summer boarding house for a great I cottage on Yarmouth Island (or a few
It will be opened this ; weeks.
many years.
R. H. Cleaves, the hustling grocer,
season, unless the house is let outhas entirely overhauled his store at
New Barber Snop.
The loright as a summer cottage.
Hamilton's Landing.
The interior of
cation is excellent and with a large
Mr. George Coutreau has opened a the same has been completely cleaned,
farm garden in connection the table first class
barber shop on Custom painted and varnished and now it
Is always highly commendable.
Mrs. House
wharf, a few doors from Com- presents a most attractive appearCleaves has the reputation of conduct- mercial street.
The main office is now in the
The interior of the ance.
ing a first class house In every re- establishment is fitted up with all the store proper and the room formerly
spect.
latest devices and the fittings
and occupied as such has been finely furfurnishings are the finest to be seen nished for use as an ice cream parlor.
8TEAMER NEWS
in any barber shop in the city.
The Another addition that will greatly
latest appliances of facial massage, facilitate business at the meat deparS
The steamer Forest Queen will be
shampoo, etc.. are to be found here, ment Is an addition eight feet square
a fair catch in
the race this season with a
private room for ladles
and which will give needed room to this inif all evidences of ability to make
children's hair cutting. Mr. Coutreau's creasing part of the business. There
speed with her new
engines and many friends in Casco
Bay wish him are other improvements being made,
boiler are correct.
She will be al- the success
all of which give the store an attrache deserves.
most a new boat as her hull is of
tive and city appearance.
At Cleaves
live oak and durable.
The Forest
Bakery and ice cream parlor on the
Queen of past years will be hardly
Main road about everything is in
recognized in this newly equipped
readiness to open for the trade of
Would Ba Imitator of a Witty Man their
flyer.
many summer friends.
GrocerMada a Ludicroua Fir.ith.
Ralph B. Sprague. one of the popuies
will also be sold here and this
lar pursers that serves during the
store
will be conducted
Congressman Quarles used to tell
personally
summer season, is back again with us
this: "I was a guest of a
The firm
leading by Mrs. R. H. Cleaves.
and his genial countenance is daily
banker at dinner, one of your New plans to conduct four delivery wagons
seen on the steamer Merryconeag.
York giants of finance, who bad In- and their patrons are sure to receive
During the past winter Mr. Sprague vited
Mr.
nearly a score of us to eat a bit, prompt and careful delivery.
has been traveling representative for
drink a bit and swap notions. Every- Cleaves will be In charge of the main
William Lennox, importers of
high
Cleavps wil be in choree of the main
thing was lovely until the fifth course. store at
class novelties in silk and dress maHamilton Landing.
The waiter was bringing In what apterials with headquarters at 133 Fifth
peared on the menu as 'langue fumee
Avenue. New York City.
The Place to Trade.
Friday evening last the steamer aux episards,' what we common old
At Webber's Ice cream
parlor at
roustabouts
call
smoked beef tongue
was
Maquoit's pilot house
gayly
the East End of the Island
everything
decked with the American colors the with spinach—and my favorite dish.
Is in readiness for the usual summer
same being in honor of Capt.
He tripped at the door and spilled the
and
trade that is always done at this
Mrs. Clifford Hamilton, who
were
tongue and greens on the carpet. The place.
Mr. Webber conducted his
aboard after their short honeymoon.
host, equal to the occasion, relieved us place In a first
class manner and he
The boys serenaded
their
popular all. especially the waiter, by saying endeavors to
supply the trade with
chief.
Jovially: There's no harm done, gen- nothing but the best.
His soda foun
John l*amy. the popular young engitlemen. TIs merely a lapsus linguae.' tain is supplied with the choicest of
nes on thp steamer Maquoit Is at his
It was atxwit the cleverest play of fruit syrups, and collcge ices
with
post as usual with cheerful greetings
crushed
fruits
are
also
served.
for his many friends and acquaintan- words I ever heard.
"Among the guests was a Broadway The confectionery counter is well supces.
of
merchant up from the gutter, worth plied with the leading brands
about $3,000,000 and proud of bis vo- chocolates and other delicious sweets.
Her Sunday Knitting.
Fruit of all kinds. Fancy crackers.
•Tears aifo." said an Auburn woman cabulary. which was not unlike Mrs.
Magazines. Daily Papers and the
continued
"lie
Malaprop's,"
Quarles.
eighty years young. "It was countCasco Bay Breeze are offered for sale.
shook
with
merriment
at
the
banker'*
ed a sin among the good wires of the
little Maine town where I was born to wit The happy effect Induced bltn to
Amordale Cottatge.
give a dinner the following week, with
waste a single moment of time.
I
the delightfully situated
Amordale.
bare heard my grandmother tell the altout the same gue*ts. and. as I hapsummer home of Mrs. M.
A, Charto
learn
pened
afterward,
he
had
diof
one dame who mncb scandal*
story
leson of Portland, will be opened for
Iced the cborch people on one nerer to rected his servant to let fall n piece of the
entertaining of summer boardI roast beef on the floor.
The servant ers
be forgotten occasion.
People who
during the present
summer
faithfully performed bis part. Down months.
srent early to church were surprised
This house la on the southwent
a
splendid first cut. weighing ern side of the Island
one Rabbsth morning to see Aunt Betand Is surroundabout fifteen
pounds, the dellclou* ed by *lxty acres of the finest land
sy sitting awsy up in front, grsy yarn
We
Juices
all
and
spattering
everywhere.
groves 'hat are to be found in
stockings In her hsnds snd her knitMrs. Cfcarleson's many
ting needles clicking merrily swsy ss felt hurt at the accident Borne even Caaco Bay.
friends
'Be
not
wish her every possible •acuneasy, my friend*,
•he worked.
The minister stopped In groaned.
cess
with
her undertaking.
The
surprise as he passed her on his wsy chirruped the would be witty ho*t.
"tis only a lapsus linguae."*—New house has accommodations for thirty
to the pulpit, but the old
lady was not York Press.
guests and In appointments It com
one whit disturbed
by bis disapprorplete In every respect
Rates and
Ing sir.
Rmlllng serenely, she said
booklets will be furnished on applica•nagging Salmon In Alaska.
complacently: Thought I'd knit s
Already several of the rooms
I aaw Indiana on tbe Chllcat rirer tion.
stitch while the people sre
gathering flsblog day and night. Tb« fisherman have been engaged for the entire sumI nerer wss one to wssts a
mer.
minute, walked along the bank
carrying a pole
elder.'
And the good dsme continued
oo tbe end of wblcb was a barbies*
Mr. and Mm. Dawson fllnklnson
to click her needles, while the
horrified steel book.
and baby of Woodbury. N. J. are to
minister hsstened to his desk.
Not
the
book
end
of
(be pole Into be the guests of their
Toaalng
till be began his sermon did Aunt Betparents, Mr.
tbe atream. be turned It so tbat the and Mrs. James
fllnklnson at their
ay
lay sside her Runday knitting
elbow reated oo tbe bottom.
Then be summer home here, commencing Satwork."—Kennebec Journal.
gently drew tbe pole back and forth, urday next.
They will be unable to
sod wbeo be felt a flsb strike tbe take an extended vacation this year
An Eager Parent.
shaft he knew tbat a salmon was prob- aa Mr. Hlnklnson's business will not
"Jack la no brave!
He went right
ably
croaslog over tbe pole, so be gave permit of his absence, he being with
Into the library nod uhl to fatbar. 'I
It a quick Jerk, drove tbe book loto the Dupont Powder Co.
want to marry yonr daughter."*
R. H. Cleaves la sending out
tbe flsb'a aide aod hauled It op oo tbe
•
"And what did 7oar father aay7"
circular letter to his man? customers
bank.
-Ha aald: 'Good!
Which oneT
This la called soagglog sal moo.—For- on the Island.
Llpplocott'a.
R. 8. Darlp Co., Portland's up-toest and Stream.
date Furniture store la baring a great-

A LOST JOKE.

Indignant Diaclaimer.

Vanilla Ilea ne—How odd! That aolld
gold ring of 70ara makea a black mark
•round jour finger.
Hasel Nott—Tba
flag didn't make that mark. That'
tkafa dirt)—Chicago Trlbuoa.

•erne Doubts.

New Cornte—How's your wife, Jibea?
Jabei
'Er's
rery
doubtful,
meaater.
'Cr doubt a aa >r won't get
batter, gad 01 doobta aa 'er wolL—
k Poach.
—

bay trade than erer. this season,
adr.
Mr. and Mr«. Jame« SinVlnson and
daughter Miss Rrenda Slnklnson of
Portland. Me, ar* here at thHr cottsg1*. "Belllnsham" on the West en<1
|of the Island for tin anmmer month*.
er

are

entertaining Miss Josephine

Webster Of Westmoreland. Eng., who
Is visiting them for an extended
so<Mlss Webster Is a niece of
journ.

Mrs. Slnklnson.
The
Mansfield
of
Band
this
Island
has
been
reactively
the
hearsing
and
paat winter
under
the
able
leadership of
Mlcheal M. Mansfield, the organizahas
tion
Improved so that the present time It will compare
favorably
with many city bands.
At the business meeting recently held Clinton H.
Cleaves waa elected president; John
H. Seabury, vice president, and Lincoln F. Hamilton, secretary and treasurer.
The organization have a fine
uniform of cheviot cloth with
black
braid and brass buttons.
The shoulder straps are of blue cloth with black
braid and buttons.
The collar Is
regulation size with gold Initials M.
A fine cap with gold braid in the
B.
center of which Is a gold wreath with

ornament completes
this becoming
uniform.
May 22 they gave a public concert and their many friends
were
delighted with the progress
made during the winter months. W<*v
such a fine band on the Island we
trust (hat some arrangements can be
made whereby they will give at least
one open air concert a week during
the summer months.
The summer
residents and tourints would
contribute liberally if approached on the
matter.
Mr. Allston Joyce and son Frederick of Medford. Mass.. were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton H. Cleaves

Memorial Day.
Mr. Joyce 1«
city clerk at Medford, Mass.
The
family occupied the R. H. Cleaves
cottage last season and made many
friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Ellison and
family of Philadelphia. Pa., are expected to arrive to-morrow to open
their summer
home
at
the West

over

For the Correct Time consult

Window.

Summer
Furniture.
Never

_

the rale.

Business seems to continue over
from summer to summer especially in
the carpentry and building lines at
Great Chebeague Island and the number of new. brightly shingled houses,
rock chimneys, etc., to be seen by a
newcomer after six or eight months
trip away is surprisingly indicative of
the activity of this summer resort.
The largest cottages which have been
or are to be finished since last season
are
those
of
Mr. Hall
of Taunton. an $8000 house on the extreme of
Merriam point; Mr. H. C.
Hamilton
of Springfield, a $5000 cottage on the
South shore; Mrs. Edith W. Stanhouse of Philadelphia, seven room
cottage on South shore;
James R.
I*#r4r of Cambridge, six room bungalow at Central landing and several
others.
Beside these there will be
a nu*nber of new ones started during
the summer by Contractor Howard S.
Hamilton, who is doing most of the
building work.
Signs of an early season seem quite anparent as all
the
hotels are reporting a better than
average amount of anpllcations.
The
Hamilton and Hi'l Crest are particularly strong on this point.
Mr. Edgar H. Paine of the former, being almost literally deluged
with letters,
while Mr. C. W. HamUton of t»-e latter. whose correspondopce is referred
tc Mr. A. P. Bicknell of ^o^ton. has
'received a larger niimber tv«n ever.
Double trio steamboat service has
commenced, and the island will be
more than usually favored. It Is promised by the steamboat company this
season.

Work on the cottage of Mr. L. C.
Hyde of Springfield, Mass.. which has
been going on since May first, will be

today

and the family are expected to open the place this week.
One room has been added to the lower
floor, besides a large pavilion enclosed
in glass which has b«»en built on the
north side.
This is a circular extension and adds much to the beauty
of the premises.
Bathing closets
are to take the space under the wing.
Hot water and extensive plumbing
have been added to the house equipment and a face wail of rough stone
has been built about the place.
Mr.
Hyde will have one of the showiest
and most convenient cottages on the
Island this year.
Howard S. Hamilton was the contractor.
finished

James M. Hamilton will return from
the term of school at Hebron Academy
next week and will spend the summer with his parent i. Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton M. Hamilton at the Summit
House.

The Barnewlll Thompson
place,
which sustained a damage by fire last
month, has b*en repaired by Cont actor Hamilton.
Several rooms Inside were considerably damaged.

The finest cottage to be built this
year la that of
Mr. Hall of TaunThis large summer hous«
ton. Mass.
Is located on the property formely of
John A. Hamilton and now known as
Merriam Point.
The contract was
let to an out of town contractor and
the price Is said to be from fSOOO to
fio.ooo.
Work is well advanced and
It will be ready for occupancy this
season.

Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Albion of
Portland will be located at the On
tral Hour* this season.
Rev. Mr.
Albion In pastor of the Congreas
Square Unlrerxalldt church
The Hamilton Is receiving a coat of
paint about tha veranda which will
freshen Its appearance considerably.

Contractor Howard 9. Hamilton has
work to be commenced at one* on
the Keller cottage at Eaatern landing. the cottage of Dr. H. N. Morse
of Baltimore at the West End and th#»
Barnes and Horton cottages at LittleHe has also completed
John's Island.
the Insfallatlon of well and plumbing
for the Merrlam Home, bungalow at
(he bead of tha Eastern landing wharf.

good

so

an

assortment,
such
generous
as
this seaprices
son.
Come and
see for yourself.

never

Lawn Swings hardwood, $3.98 and up.
Gloucester Bed Hammocks Heavy
with denim cushion and ropes for

Iron Bed Outfits

with all iron National

hanging, $6

Brass trimmed iron bed, (any size)

"Caloric" Fireless Cooker

method of

preparing

meals in

summer.

and

"Indian

"Old Hickory'*
Furniture.

OREN

canvas

95 and up.

spring and soft top mattress, complete$8.95
the

Sold

only

up-to-date
our store.

SONS,

Portland.

F. L.

in

Splint9' Summer

HOOPER'S

End.

A. C. Robblns. acting manager for
the local ball nine, has received offers
for engagements from the Freeport
nine for the morning of
July 5 at
Freeport and at Yarmouth on the afternoon of the same day.
Both engagements are under consideration and the
local team Is putting In some good
practice nearly every evening.
The
line up Is not completed as
yet but
the greater part cf last year's men are
out for practice.
Chebeague has always had a winning team and we trust
this year will prove no
exception to

Clock in West

our

PINKHAM,

South

Harpswell

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS

Fine Line of Meats, Canned Goods, etc.
Nissen's
Bread. Order and Delivery Team Covers South
Harps-

well

daily.

CORDES CAFE

This cottage has been rented by Taunton parties for the season.
Mrs. R.
N. Thomas and Mrs. Norman Ellison
have had repairs and alterations just
completed on their cottages at Sunset Beach and both families
are exMr. Hamilton has
pected this week.
of
also made repairs on the homes
Charles and Stephen Ricker at Jenks

Mansion.
Four
dining rooms.

Dr. H. X. Morse and family of Baltimore will arrive June 10th for the
season.
Dr. Morse wil have alterations made on his cottage providing
four dormer windows, enlarged dining
room and rooms In the basement.

Mr. H- C. Hamilton and Mr. and
Mrs. L. J. Chandler of Springfield,
spent a week at their new cottage on
the south shore, recently.
They will
move here for the summer about June
15th.
Mr. Hamilton is much interested in his fine new cottage and has
already had a good sized garden
plowed and planted.
Plans

are

out

for

a

new

butterfly !**

school

of the High
The
school to be finished Sept 11.
town has purchased a lot near the
Post office and the call for bids will
be advertised this week
probably.
The appropriation for the building is

"I

draw

aelectman of the Inland will aasume
of the local bowling altera
thla season and will open the aame
For the
Saturday erenlng. June 1J.
preaent the alleys will be opened evenInga only, for aa yet there would not
be patronage enough to warrant keeping them open all day.
Mr. Robblna
will conduct the alleys In a flrat clasa
manner

and

hla great

popularity

among all the residents and summer
colony will mean much for a successful trade.
The confectionery and
cigar counter Is filled with the chofceat llnea and the Ic# cream department will be conducted as usual.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THC BREEZE.

the

lovely

woman.

a

doing

a

It for.
American

bystander

what

small
boy of eight
years was standing near. Hearing nay
question, be pityingly said:

*Oh. don't you know? We are now
In the gulf stream, and tbat sailor was
drawing water In order to take Its
temperature and write it down In tbe
M

summer
The
Casco Bay Breeze
camp will be opened about June 20 and
the Breeze force of writers Installed.
These will include Mr. Scott B. Putnam. Tech., *11 and
Mr. Thornton
Chase. Jr.. Dartmouth. '11; Mr. Allan
Harris. Yale *09 will be special writer
for the Breeze after July 1 as In previous seasons.
H.
Mr. Clarence
Lunt will spend most of the summer
at the camp but will be engaged on
work of the firm in the Berkshire Hills
of Massa^usetts a part of June and
Mr. John S. Crowley will be
July.
here through the season.

charge

12 Private

sblp bound for the
One daj I saw a sailor
water from tbe sea In a

on

some

he was

soon.

Knlghta Templar of Portland
®re to be at The Hamilton on June 24th.
It la evident that
the Knlghta are aatiafled with nothing
but the beat,
Mr. A. C. Robblna. the well known

was

bucket, and I asked

Painters are at work on the cottage
of Mr. H. C. Needham of Hudson.
Mass.. and the family are expected

The

exclaimed

United States.

$1600.

Commander?

floors.

"Isn't it a beauty?**
"Yes." replied the small maid, rather
patronizingly. "But isn't It a moth?"
Mr. Jephson. one of Henry M. Stanley's officers in Africa, writes of bis
encounter with well Informed childhood In "Stories Told In an African
Forest.**

use

The bungalow for Mrs. Edith Wanton Stanhouse of Philadelphia on the
South shore near the Ash bungalow,
has been completed.
It is a substantial house of seven rooms and Is surrounded by spruces.
The front faces
the open bay with fine outlook.
Mr.
and Mr*. Stanhouse have made Chea
beague their summer home for
number of seasons and their beautiful cottage Is a welcome addition to
the
Island's best summer homes.
Mrs. Stanhouse and family and Mrs.
John W. Ash and family are already
settled at their homes having arrived
last week.
A
room
tlx
bungalow for Mr.
Jamea R. Rlalr of CambrHae. Maaa..
la a abowy building near Central landing that waa finished by Contractor
Mr.
H. S. Hamilton abotit Feb. 1.
Blair will open hla cottage about June
15.

Portland.

Longfellow

Tho Wisdom of Youth.
In the good old days when the child
was
"seen, not heard." it was the
younger generation which received instruction. Nowadays adults are under
high pressure in a strenuous attempt
to live up to the Intellectual
requirements of youth.
▲ reasonably Intelligent woman was
out In the fields with a little
girl of
about seven years.
**Ob. the

landing.

house. 28x32. for the

CHARLES W. CORDES.

Congress St.,
Adjoining the famous

489

logbook.'
"1

Immediately

took

a

back

ashamed that my Ignorance
hare been so apparent."
Just

"How to Get

Keep

a

Easy.

Position and How to

It" Is the title of a

Issued by

a

seat,

should

small book

large publishing house and

nold to the unemployed and others for
CO cents.
That Is cheap enough If the rules
laid down will work like a
patent

chum without putting a dollar's worth
of Intelligence along with each suggestion.
Any man out of employment
and starring would
gladly give the
SO cents he didn't hare for the book

I

j

If he could stand off the restaurant
man until be had read It.
Doubtless moving along tbe line of
the simple rules will make a
man
president of a bank or manager of a
moving picture show prorlded he can
understand all of tbe big words on Its
pages.
Howerer. there Is one unfailing rul«
we will bet the author never
mention*
and that Is to be born a millionaire.
Then the reader w.«n*t car#
whether be keeps the position or Dot.

To Cur# Hay F»*»r.
Take one pound of ragwwd lesres
(wltb stem*. flower and iwli Indis-

criminately

without them), boll la
of water down to oos
quart and strain.
Dlrlde this one
quart Into three parts—rls. one pint
ami two half pints.
On the flrst dsy
take one-twelftb of the one
two

or

quarts

hour—twelTe doses.

pint everj

The-second day

take one-twelftb of one half
plot eeery hour, and on the third day take
the ssme quantity—t|s, one-twelftb
of
ene-half pint—Detroit Free Press.

Fish and Salt.
And the mystery still
lingers—why
Is It necessary to salt a flab
caught la
the salt ocean? A ses boss caught off
Reabrlght requires Just ss much sale
In the seasoning as a black has®
caught la the ssltless waters of Laks
Erie.—New Tort Press.

ISLAND STEAMERS

COTTAGES TO LET.

CA8CO BAY A HARPSWELL LINES
Steamers Leavn Custom House
Whixrf.
Effective

May

30.

1909.

Cliff Island, Pine cottage on water
front. 6 rooms, all furnished, by month

PORTLAND HARBOR DIVISION.
FROM K1JKTLAND. WEEK DAYS:—
For Fore»t City Landing (P»k< Mand)—
8.45, »I 4H. 7 4-"«. 0.011, lo.:su *. m.. 12.15. 2-»l».
4.1.". .*.!.*». tl.15 |> m.
For Cushmir*« lUand—CM, 7.4.", lo.Ji a. m.,
2-««». 1.15, &IA i m.
For Little and Great Diamond l»lands. Treklhcm and Kvergrrrn Landing*! i'eak* I*land)
—5.UO. K.4(i. «.«■►, IQJU a. in., 12.15. iU», 4.15.

Cliff

Commodious cottage
shore. 6 rooms, well water,
all furnished, newly painted this year,
by month or season.'

8.15 p. m.
For I'oncr** Landing t Long 1*1 and)—5.0U.
R«m. *!».:>». low a. m.. 2.«*>. 4.15. x4.IV.
8.1" p. m.
For
lH>ughty'« Landing < Long I»Iand>—
&.«m. »<.»■«>.
109U a.m.. 2.«»». 4.:»>. «kl5 p.m.

FR«>M

PORTLAND. SI* X DAYS:—

1*1and)—1U.3U

a-V.^i p.

m.

a.

m..

2.««>.

South Harpswell, Fine house of 8
rooms,
5 sleeping rooms,
water in
house, all rooms finished and papered,
full view of ocean and right on shore,
just improved to be ready June 15.
To see it is to take it.

4.1.».

Mackerel C"ve(

ttailry's

**

I.)

l.l'i

«I.iM

....

....

:t.lO

CjSB L2B CJ3B SLS
7«»» LN
Bailey Island, Several cottages, best
1W
7.1." 4.«,."» location.
7.13
6. 7. 8 and 10 rooms.
l\ 1

CninlL (GlwV|t)
Western"
Cliff Island.
Little Chebeague.

Doaghtjr'i Ld.onn Isl.)
Ponce's Lamling,

Portland.

....
....

Arrive

Portland.
L«m
Ponce's Ld?.< I.ong I.)
Doughty"* Ldg. t Long 1.)
Little CnelK-ague.
Cliff Island.
Western I..(tit. Ch'b'ge)
"
Central "
South llarp«well.
York's Ldg.t Mailey's 1.)
Mackerel Cove
Orr's l»land.
Arrive

7.4<»
7 4."•
7..W
K."W

2.^1
JXi
2.45
:t.l"

7.4.1
*.!•• 4..TH
7.4.* 4.4*>
7..V» 4.."«<>
K9J 5.2U

ajn.

p.m. a.m. p.m.
•».:>» ».»> 5.30
4..V> !t..Vi
a
,V«i ln.t«i
a
.*,(f lo.|«»
a
UH25 5»» 1U.2S a
lll.'C 5-'>» lo.:C»
a
ln.."irt .W>
a
11.l.*> «Llo 11.15
a
O^Ti
a
1 !..">»
ll.:!»>
'1.4.1 12.U0 7.45

Casco

....

UaiCentre, Leave

—

....
—

p.m. a.m. p.m.
■*.:*• t..iu 4 :u»

r>.a»
5.25

p.m.

p.m.
l.ni
1.15

Exchange St.,

92

S.1D laio A. 10
."».»• io.jii
.va» 10.25
5.4«i lu.4<»
ii.hi
tvir. 11.1.1
tL3S 11.55
»J .V. 11.55
7.«"» 12««>

5.-IO

a.m.

«.«(

35
fHrtlling*,

Kirch Island,
♦1.15
(IIS
Mere I'oint.
O
•v^i ij»»
Kustin's Island,
«.■»<•
»S.4«» 1.4«»
South Freejort.
0.55
1.55
Hu*tin'« Island.
7.15
7.15 2.15
hastcrn L.(Gt. Ch"b'guc), 7..T
7.35 2-15
Littlejonn's Island.
7.5<» £.50
Cousins" Island,
7.55
7.55 255
Sunset I.. <<it. Cheb'gu*). H.«5
Ml5 ::.««5
Portland.
Arrive H.45
8.45 a.45
G. W. Beyer, General Manager.

tmiurtd in the Ifding ctmfanut.

Portland, Me.

Standt Preftrty

Portland, Me.

H. N. PINKHAM.
H. W. SUSSKRAUT. P. C. BUSSEY.

William Senter & Co.
JEWELERS,

...

51

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

Confectionery, Cigars, etc.
Prompt attention.

Yacht

Harpswell !

SPAR

yachts,

motor

Capt. Clifford 8. Hamilton.

is.

promptly attended

w.

A load of coal for Arthur Pa'mer
unloaded last week at his West
Harpswell wharf.

Mrs. Moody Dascomb of
at their cottage annex, the
main house having been let to Farmington, Me., parties this season.
Mr.

A

new

This will be much appre-

summer

road

is

people.

being built at the

Auburn—Harpswell

association
to
take the place of one which formerly
ran behind some of the cottages to the
north.
The latter road will be closed
UP
\V. H. Morse has a fine eight room
and stable advertised
cottage
for
lease.
Mrs. Carrie Bibber has also
repaired her cottage and will furnish
It for rental for the summer.

I

Mrs.
O. W. Carr and daughter.
Miss S. W. Carr of Roanoke, Va., are
boarding here for the season.
They
have previously spent two summers
here.

Mosely of Ingails Bros., Portland. wss here at the local stores last
soda
week drumming
the bottled
Mr.

trade.

Merrlroneag House awnings
are up and the point has assumed a
summer
The weather has
aspect.
The

Ideal since June 1 and with
on
number of cottages open
the ridge as well as a few at the colony, there se*ms a vibration of the
real season that Is to come.
been

J
|

quite

a

—REPLENISH THE—
COTTAGE SUPPLIES
BATH TOWELS from

2

for 25c

$1.50, $2.00 each.
BATH-ROOM SOAPS, Large Cakes 50c dozen.
TOILBT PAPBR, Rolls or pkg. 82c dozen.
CANDLBS and MATCHBS, Any quantity.
Flavorinfi Bxtracts, Olive Oil, Spices
The pure druggist Quality
00,

Denatured Alcohol and Stoves.

H. H. HAY'S SONS,

The site of Arthur Palmer's store
where Ore swept It clear last winter,
has been cleared of all debris and the

space will be no real blot on the a*
pect of the point.
Mr. Palmer may
not rebuild, but Is doing bis
regular
business from his Weat
Harpswell
store
from
which he runs team*
three or four times a day to the
point.
Mr. Palmer has a bigger stock of
No. 1 groceries and meats than em
this year and the trade will suffer
none on account of the
burning of the
•tore on the point.

Frank L. Pinkham has extended his
and put In a line of
groceries
and meats as well as a large line of
confectionery. He la out with a hand-

building
some

new

delivery

wagon thla week.
The post office remalna In his store
which la handy to the boata and hotels.
Word was received here of the death
of Dr. F. B. Mandevllle at
Alenhurat,
New Jeraey.
He waa a moat reapected summer resident and cottage owner and will be greatly mlaaed
with the
summer colony.
Hla widow. Mra.
Mandevllle
and
two
sons survive
him. and to them the aympathy of the
community here goea out.
It la poaalble the cottage will not be
opened
thla season.

rapt. A. J. Alexander la having
rcpalra mad* on hla realdence at the
Point.
W. H. Boovlney of Portland will
open a barber ahop at the building
where he formerly conducted It on
the Merrlconeag around*.
Mr. and Mra. I^ewla A. Scott of
Worceater. arrived the latter part of
"Way at thHr cottage. th« "Worceater.'*
on Hnrrlcane RMg»
Mr. Scott la a
retired robber dealer and a prominent
A.
R.
0.
man.
He apent Memorial
Day In hit home city, having never
mlaaed thla obaervance alnce the flrat

daya

after the war.

A. E. Plnkham la working aome
team* on grading and stone drawing
■t the Colony gronnda
He will ran
three atablca thl* aeaaon aa nana! and
hla reputation for having the beat
tnrnonta In Caaco Bay will be tally
maintained
Part lea who expect to
go driving or aae horaea In any way
will do well to call no Mr. Plnkhan^

by phono

All baggage marked

ln>J

SONS,

&

dinner was

Baxter of Boston and
Qulncy. Mass.. Is here for the season.
Mrs. G. S. Page and Mrs. Annie
Packard will open their cottages Saturday for the summer.

and

Auburn
table use.
ciated by

us.

are

Mrs. Stover Bibber, who spent the
winter with relatives at Portland, is
now at home.

Mrs. George Toothaker was In Portland a few days with relatives last
week.
She has built a cottage connecting with her son Stephen's. Mrs.
Toothaker spent the winter In the

Peterson cottage

nue.

on

Woodlawn

ave-

Mrs. John Peterson and
occupying their cottage
at the corner of Woodlawn avenue
and Hurricane Ridge.
They will reMr.

and

daughter

served at 5.30 o'clock, aft- ! ness in the
future.
which they boarded the steamer
The grounds of the M. E. Church
and resumed the sail around the bay.
here have been
substantially Improved
The officers of the association are
by grading and blasting away ugly
as,
follows:
W.
C.
President,
rocks.
Trees have been set out,
T.
Coding;
Vice
President, and a new well
dug with an "Old OakP.
R.
and en
Perry;
Secretary
Bucket."
Treasurer, T. C. Wallace; ExecuMr. and Mrs. C. E. Cook are
at
ttve Committee, C. W. T. Coding, F.
their summer home at the West End.
R. Perry, T. C.
B. I
Wallace, C.
Sloat, W. H. Snell. George O. Wal- They were the first of the summer residents to move down.
ton and
B. Brown.
er

formed by Rev. William Cowden of
the First Universalis! church of Somervi'.le.
The bride was unattended.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton left immediately after the ceremony on a brief
wedding trip and will be at Harpswell Center for the summer.
Capt. Hamilton is the well known
master of the steamer Maquolt of the
Casco Bay and Harpswell Lines and
has one of the pleasantest runs in the
Bay. going from Harpswell Center to
Portland via the inner bay route twice
He is a Chebeague boy and is
daily.
*ery popular along the line.
Mrs. Hamilton's sister. Mrs. I*arsen is a well known song writer.

.Mr.

O Sf#

FOSS

with

MONUMENT SQUARE.

Miss Marlon Dana and a party of
friends occupied the Dana cottage over
the Memorial holiday.

FREE

F.

are

COMPLETE HOUSEFURNISHERS.

was

ready being engsged.

$1

o

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS.

Minn Etta Burnslde of Lewlston wan
in this place a few days on her'way
to Pemaquld Point, where she will

to 50c, 75c,

paint, stain and finish

HAY'S PAINT STORE.

resort.

Arthur Palmer Is to make a special
ty of garden produce snd will raise a
large quantity of fresh vegetables for

EVERYTHING

Charles M. Hay Paint Co.

Mrs. J. H. Stover and family returned from Southern Pines, N. C., the
last week of May.
Mr. Stover followed them, arriving the 30th.
He is
somewhat improved in health by the
less rigorous climate in which
he
spent the winter.

A new boarding house that promises
to be well patronized this
summer
Is the Hamilton Cottage.
It Is right
at the head of the wharf and is run
by Mrs. E. F. Hamilton, who has
been favorably known to summer visitors for a number of seasons.
The
house has been neatly papered and
painted and board and rooms are al-

to

AND

es, etc.

Mr. Daniel O'Connor of Portland, a
new freight agent, has been
appointed
Bince A. E. Pinkham resigned, and
he takes up his duties at once.
Miss Georgia Burr of Lexington,
Mass., and a friend will arrive at the
Burr cottage this week.
Miss Burr
has been coming here for many seasons as her mother owned this cottage
when South Harpswell was almost un-

open a Rummer hotel.
The
Stroat
House
has
been
thoroughly renovated and Is prepared
for the season.

T.

Mrs.
Annie
Packard
and
Miss
Packard of Beacon
street, Boston,
wora here a week, also Mr. and Mrs.
W. K. Dana of Westbrook, Me., at
their respective cottages at the A-H
association.
The engagement of Miss
Helen Dana to Dr. Horace C. Porter
of Pittsburgh. Pa., was recently
announced and the wedding is to take
place June 15. at the Dana residence
at Westbrook.
Dr. Porter spent a
month at Harpswell last summer.

boats, row boats and canoes.
Best Marine Paints, Yacht White,
Copper
Paints, Varnishes, Finishes, Brushes, Spong-

Mrs. Belle Whitney of Lewiston and
Miss Ethel Philbrick of Hebron will
be associated together in the souvenir business again this summer with
a larger line than ever.

summer

VARNISH

else that's needed

Mr. and Mrs. Jordan White of Topsbam arrived last week and opened
their cottage, the "Linwood," for the
season.
The Whites entertain
considerably and their sons. William of
Bath and Elmer of Lisbon Falls, come
down often.
A motor boat trip down
from Bath is a frequent occurrence
with the former in summer.

a

teous attention while you

mer.

1

literally

honestly

The R. M. Strout store, which was
closed during the winter, while Mr.
and Mrs. Strout were visiting
at
Brunswick and Lewiston. is now reMrs. Belle Whitney, their
opened.
daughter, is expected here this week
and will have charge rt the ice cream
and souvenir department this sum-

Painf

sea-

appreciate your patronage, and shall see
to it that you have
prompt and cour-

Hurricane Ridge.

—

summer

need something
new tor the
and
we feel very
cottage,
sure
that in our complete stock you
will find just the thing you are
looking
for.
a "complete housestore"
for
here you will find
furnishing
everything needed to furnish the home
from cellar to roof.
We assure you that we shall

Mrs. Josephine Ni'e of Farmington arrived for th» season during May
and is now here at her cottage on

8 Portland Pier,
Next to Custom llouse Wharf.

opening of the

you will doubtless

Ours is

of him will be
to and delivered.

F. A JACKSON'S

as

With the
son

ford S. Hamilton of Cbebeague Island. tbe ceremony taking place at
tbe home of the brMe's sister, Mr#.
Robert Q.
Larsen. Glen way street,
Dorchester.
The ceremony was per-

care

Charts. Comfauet, Sthttnir Sficent,
I'uui cj I'trtUna an J
1'UtHity.

On your way to the islands call at

known

Virginia C. Phelan, second
daughter of Mrs. Gertrude C. Phelan
of Cambridge, Mass.. was married at
noon Wednesday, June 2 to
Capt. ClifMiss

on

Room, 5,

Exchanfe St.,

...

So.

Summer Home.

Harps-

4 years old
season, engine
Price for boat for

FIRE INSURANCE,

HtU.t **d

...

For your Fruit.

Summer at

well.

FOR SALE.

Dow & Pinkham,

»i.i.-,
IU5
ti.55
7.«m

7.151215 7.15

a.m.

Spend

4 h p Motor Boat, only
| newly
fitted out for

Bay Co-Operatlve
Real Estate Agency.

to land passengers only.
SOUTH FREEPORT DIVISION.
Week Days. Sunday*.
a.m.

Will

Peaks Island. 50x70.
Long Island. Cottages at East and on Island
avenue, most exclusive locaWest ends, all furnished and conven- l
tion. view in all directions. Land is
iences.
I rising in value every year.

....

....

I

Gt. Chebeague Island. Modern 2Vi
story house of 10 rooms, completely
furnished, all rooms plastered and paltered. running water in house, bath
and toilet, location best to be ha<l.
bathing beach only few minutes walk.
To rent for the season at low
price
for right party.

Cottage Lot,

a—Stops

I .rave
Portland.
Sun«et L.(<it.Cheb'gue)
Cou«in** Island.
Littlejohn k Island,
kastrrn l,.((il.Ch'b'gu«),
ltuMin's Island.
South Frecj>ort,
Hustings I»lanl,
Mere Point.
Kirch Island.
Harjswcl] Centre. Arrive

Modern
new cottage. 8 rooms, located on south
shore near boat landing, excellent water in house, all furnished, rent for
season, low.

alone cost 1149.
Llttlejohn's Island, several fine cot- I
quick sale $100.
tages in groves and on shore.

!».:>•
i»..V«
!<•.«■•
lo.lo

....

Chebeague laland.

Gt.

Couple

Peaks Is'and.
!
Fine cottages at ForSouth Harpswell, Nice
roomy cot- est City Landing. Evergreen and Tretage near Point, convenient chambers, fethens.
All furnished.
Month or
{
all furnished, water, near
beach and season.
steamer.
By month or season.
I

ORR'S ISLAND DIVISION.
Week Day*. Sundays
a.m.
p.m. a.m. p.m.
©rr's Man<l.
l.t»»
Lnrt
York's Landing.
South llarp-*til.

Island.

Cliff Island, Large, convenient cottage. 400 feet from water on either
side, running water in house, finished
rooms, all furnished, piano—a bargain.

Fore*t City Landing (i'rak« l*land>—
Rim, a<m. 1"..*5»> a. m., 12.15. 1.15. 2.15. .1.15.
4.15. r.2i». tl.15 p. m.
For Cu»hing
I»lan<l—K.UI, lu..*» a. m.,
2.15, 4.15 bl m.
For Little antl Grrat Diamond I*1and«. Trcfrthrn'* an<l tvtrgrnn Landing** I'eak* l*!and)
fU«». lu.Sl a. m.. 12.1.". 2.'"'. 4.15
p. m.
For I'oncr's and I>oughtjr'» Landing*! Long
For

IN HOME OF BRIDE'S
SISTER IN DORCHESTER.

furnished, price very low.

on

Furnishings For The

CEREMONY

Great Chebeague Island, Spick-span
C room cottage. everything neat, near
woods anil beach, well waters. a?l

or season.

right

HAMILTON—PHELAN

are

main for the season here
and
the
smaller cottage will be let.
Mr. Frank A. Wrlsley of Boston,
Mass.. has been spending a few days
with his uncle. E. W. Baxter of Qulncy. Mass. who Is at his fine summer home at the colony.
Mr. Wrlsley Is the local representative for E.
A. Buck ft Co. of Boston. Mass., dealers In oil supplies, etc.

|

George

Mrs. James Wallace, who is at the
Maine General Hospital
is
getting
along as well as can be expected, after
a
serious operation
performed last
week.
i
Peter H. Christansen
the popular
grocer at Doughty Landiug, is dally

receiving

new patrons by his careful
Mr. B. T. Larrabee of Westbrook
attention to trade and the
quality of entertained a party of male friends
supplies furnished.
This store has over Saturday and
his
Sunday at
supplied a long needed want for this
pretty cottage near Doughty's Landpart of the island and in fact his
lug.
customers are
numbered
all
from
Mr. H. J. Closson and family are
parts of the island.
It is his intention
this season to assume charge of the busy getting their summer home ready
delivery of all orders and thus assure I for occupancy and will move down
soon.
his trade that their orders
will be
The 7th Maine Regiment boys
given prompt attention.
are
To meet
the wants of his trade he has in- cn hand as usual at
their summer
stalled a soda fountain and all the home West End.
choicest syrups will be served.
Mr.
The Island M. E. church was
the
Christansen has just observed his first scene of a very
pretty wedding last
at
his present location Tuesday afternoon when the
anniversary
pastor,
and he desires to express through the Rev. F. E.
Baldwin united In marcolumns of this paper his sincere ap- riage Miss Bessie F.
Robr, daughter
preciation for the business the people of Wm. Rohr, and Robert A. John*
of the island and summer cottacers son, son of Robert
Johnson, both of
liave given his store.
We trust that j the island.
The church was prettily
by serving the trade with the best decorated with flowers, ferns
and
and at the lowest cash prices he will
Followevergreen, for the occasion.
continue
to
receive even
greater ing the church ceremony the
reception
patronage. The Ice cream parlor will was held at the home of the bridebe conducted as usual.
He is the p*
groom's sister. Mrs. Everett Bickford,
elusive agent for Masury's Paint and which was also
prettily decorated for
already he has furnished the materia'* the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnfor several
cottages on the Island. son left in the evening for a honeyJune 1. Mr. G. E. Woodbury, a resi- moon
trip through the eastern part of
dent of this Island entered Into part- the state.
nership with Mr. Christansen.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rodick have
In the Preacher's Business meeting been settled In their
home
summer
held In Columbia Hotel Monday. June : "Westlawn" for some time
now, and
seventh. It was voted to come to Long | will soon be
busy entertaining sumIsland for their annual outing and j mer guests as their
hospitality is well
picnic, and Rev. Mr. Baldwin was del- known.
egated to make the necessary arrange- I
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Lunt of
the
ments.
Deering Dist. spent part of the week
Mr. Tlbbets
has
bis at Beach Cove bungalow.
opened
pleasant cottage near Doughty's LandMr. and Mrs. Harry Smardon are
ing for the season.
at their summer home.
Mrs. SmarOfficer Woodbury
has
remodeled don entertained the Dirlgo Club last
his house, added large verandas, re- week with a bountiful
shore dinner.
palnted and made other extenalve ImMrs. Jennie. E. Harris. Mr.
and
provements'.
Mrs. W. l». Harris and children spent
Mrs James Wallace is at the Maine
the week end at their cottage
last
General Hospital where she la to un- week and will move down soon
for the

j

j

dergo

a

critical operation.

season.

The many friends of Miss Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Higgin* Ifhd son
Horr will be sorry to learn that she i moved down to
their cottage, Rosehas not Improved In health.
dale. last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Houston or
Mr. Peter Christansen has been
Boston were here for a few days last ; grading the lawn
around
his store,
week.
and getting ready for summer trade.
Mr.
Charles Cushlng entertained
Mr. aod Mr*. C. P. Ilsley and chilthe New York Steamship Co.'a party dren spent
Sunday at their cottage af
on Monday with a clam bake.
There
Marrirer's Landing.
were seventy-flve In the party,
and
the good time enjoyed by all
Th*» Breeze— Fifty
may
cents for
the
mean something In the
way of busl- season mailed to your address.

j

THe Fireside

Rug

ii made in colonial designs in plain, 4'hit
or miss*' and tint effects.
It is especially
appropriate for bedrooms, bathrooms,
porches and cottages and makes an artistic
colonial floor covering at a very moderate

Long Island

cost.

The rugs are woven from
in dark or light colorings.

The first annual flHd day
of the
Portland Railway and
Steamship Traffic Association was held Monday
at
I/>ng Inland.
About 100 members of
the association, a majority of them
from Boston and New York, arrived
in the City at noon, and were met by
the local officers of the aaaociatlon.
Shortly after 1 o'clock the party went
to the Caaco Bay A Harpswell lines
dock where the steamer Pilgrim was
waiting and at 1.40 o'clock a start was
msde for a few hours'
sail through
Tasco Bay. after which they landed at

Hade in the

seams:

24x36
27x54
•30x60
36x72

91.20

$1.50
Special sizes

A splendid rogram of sports had
been arranged. Including a ball game
between picked teams from the association.
The meeting of the association was held on board the steamer

r
•«

to

new

clean rags,

following sizes, without

.69
.90

up

Long Island.

while sailing down the bay.
A lunch
waa served on board and Immediately
on arrival at Long Island the party
proceeded to the ball ground. After
the ball game the party proceeded to
the Pasco Bay House where a shore

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Nichols
and
Miss Irene Nichols,
are
at their summer
home, the Bohemian.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Lambert are
as usual at their summer home at the
West End.
They are among the first
to arrive and last to depart.

daughter.

4x7
6x9
8x10
9x12
to order

$2.50

$4.25
$6.50

$8.50

twelve feet wide.

CJJRFYJ

70 years
of success"

Free St.,
Portland.

